INVENTORY
OF
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IN HAWAII

Preliminary List
This inventory is one of the results of Phase I of the Hawaii Newspaper Project, part of the National Newspaper Program sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities. The list was produced using the University of Hawaii Computer Center SCRIPT program. Funding for computer time was granted by the University of Hawaii Library.

In compiling this list we have attempted to include all known newspaper titles published in Hawaii since 1834, and to indicate locations of surviving files. For this preliminary inventory, we have included only the location of the one most complete file. Our work notes have more complete holding information which could be included in future print-outs of our computerized list.

When we examined many titles, we found that they are not true "newspapers" according to national standards. To avoid having to repeat this evaluation, we have retained many of these titles in this preliminary inventory with the note "exclude".

Some of our notes in this preliminary edition are informal and internal in nature. We will standardize information in future print-outs.

Information about the plantation papers is sketchy since we were not able to physically examine these papers.

Please treat this list as a working tool and make additions and corrections to your copies as necessary. We will include these corrections in future print-outs.

At the end of the inventory appears a list of the newspaper titles arranged chronologically by decade.

The order of information about titles is as follows: title, dates of publication history when known, imprint, frequency (abbreviated), and location of best file.

Codes for holding institutions are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AH</td>
<td>Archives of Hawaii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
<td>Bishop Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHS</td>
<td>Hawaiian Historical Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMCS</td>
<td>Hawaiian Mission Children's Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSL</td>
<td>Hawaii State Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSPA</td>
<td>Hawaii Sugar Planters Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCC</td>
<td>Kauai Community College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRL</td>
<td>Kauai Regional Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC</td>
<td>Maui Community College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRL</td>
<td>Maui Regional Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UH</td>
<td>University of Hawaii at Manoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHH</td>
<td>University of Hawaii at Hilo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many people contributed to the project, and we thank them for their assistance. We especially acknowledge the work of Agnes Conrad, whose work sheets formed the core of this inventory.

Nancy Morris  
Claire Marumoto
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ADVERTISER - see HONOLULU ADVERTISER

AFTER DARK (Exclude - magazine)

Honolulu, Hawaii
Continued by: NEWS OF OUR TOWN
Best file: UH (complete)

THE AINA HAINA-NIU VALLEY SUN PRESS Oct. 18/24, 1972-Jan. 9/14, 1974?
Kailua, Hawaii: Community Publications
Continues in part: THE HONOLULU EAST SUN PRESS
Continued by: SUN PRESS
No more published?

AINALOA INDEPENDENT NEWS Mar. 1975- Mar./ Apr. 1975
Hilo, Hawaii: Eugene Peterson and Travel Isle Service
Continued by: PUNA INDEPENDENT NEWS
Best file: UHH (Mar. 1975, 2 issues)

ALOHA (Exclude - magazine)

ALOHA DAILY NEWS Nov. 1, 1968-Jan. 1969
"Hawaii's only daily newspaper serving the tourist and the industry"
No more published
Best file: UH (Nov. 11-Dec. 16, 1968, issues msg.)

ALOHA 50th STATE SENIOR CITIZEN NEWS (Exclude - special)

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION OF HAWAII NEWSLETTER (Exclude - newsletter)

AMATEUR ca. 1852
No holdings found

ANGLICAN CHURCH CHRONICLE 1883-Aug. 1908
Honolulu, Hawaii: Gazette Publishing Co.
Continued by: HAWAII CHURCH CHRONICLE
Best file: AH (1902-1908, 5 issues)

ANOTHER VOICE May 5, 1972
Honolulu, Hawaii
bi-weekly
Editor: Larry Jones
underground newspaper
Best file: UH Ethnic Studies

APPEAL ca. 1892
no holdings found
AUSTIN'S HAWAIIAN WEEKLY  June 17, 1899-May 12, 1900
Honolulu, Hawaii

"Devoted to the interests of the Pacific"
Editor Austin also published Paradise of the Pacific
Best file: HHS (June 1899-May 1900)

BEACON  1907
Honolulu, Hawaii

Best file: AH (Mar. 9, 1907 issue in s.r.)

BENNET'S OWN
Honolulu, Hawaii

No. 7-11 not published
Incorporated by HAWAIIAN TIMES Sept. 30, 1870
m.f.  (Sept. 15, 1869-Sept. 6, 1870)

BIG ISLAND GAZETTE
Hilo, Hawaii: The Big Island Gazette, Inc.


BIG ISLANDER  Oct. 1951?-Jan. 1952?
Kona?, Hawaii

Includes Dixon's Koko-Nuts
Continued by: WEST HAWAII TCDAY
Best file: UH (complete?)

BULLETIN
Honolulu, Hawaii

no holdings found

BULLETIN OF THE HAWAIIAN VOLCANO OBSERVATORY (Exclude - special)

CANE HAUL NEWS  1960's
underground newspaper
Best file: UH (sample issues in Archives)

CAMP SMOKE  Mar-Apr. 1976?
Ewa Beach, Oahu
underground newspaper
University of Michigan has holdings

CATHOLIC HERALD  Jan. 30, 1947
Honolulu, Hawaii

Title varies
Continued by: HAWAII CATHOLIC HERALD
CENTRAL ISLAND NEWS 1972-
semi-monthly (irregular)
Published in cooperation with the Wahiawa Jaycees.
Vol. for 1974 includes "Special Holiday Issue" issued jointly
with the NORTH SHORE NEWS and the LEeward COAST NEWS.
No more published
Best file: UH (Jan. 2-May 23, June 13, July 18, 1973)
HSL (Aug. 1-Sept. 12, 1973)

CENTRAL MILITARY SUN PRESS

No holdings found

Kaneohe, Hawaii: Community Publications

Continues: WAIHAWA SUN PRESS
Best file: HSL (complete?)

THE CHURCH BELLS (Exclude - religious)

CHURCH CHRONICLE (Exclude - religious)

CITIZENS FOR HAWAII NEWSLETTER (Exclude - newsletter)

CLUB 100  Apr-May 1946
Honolulu, Hawaii: Club 100

Continued by: PUKA PUKA PARADE
Best file: UH (complete - 2 issues)

Kailua, Hawaii

Continued by: SUBURBAN PRESS
Best file: UH (1910-1913, complete?)

COMMERCIAL HAWAII (Exclude - magazine)

COMMON CAUSE/HAWAII Feb. 1975
Honolulu, Hawaii
Best file: HSL (Feb. 1975-date, issues msg.)

COMMON SENSE Jan. 15, 1969
Kaneohe, Hawaii
semi-monthly
Continued by: THAT OTHER PAPER
Best file: UH (Jan. 15, 1969)

COOPERATIVE NEWS July 1927-
Honolulu, Hawaii
semi-monthly
No holdings found

COUNTY BEACON - see BEACON
THE CRITERION July 1970-
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Foundation for American Freedoms, Inc.
"As a companion publication to our monthly FACT FINDER, it will
analyze
and clarify some of the issues of concern to Americans who value
freedom."
Best file: HSL (July 1970-Nov. 1973, issues msg.)

CROSSROADS OF THE PACIFIC Dec. 31, 1910-March 28, 1913
Honolulu, Hawaii

In first issue stated purpose was to promote tourist industry.
Later was critical of "corporate" and "sugar" interests and
most government activities.
Best file: UH (complete)

D D D D D

DAILY BULLETIN Feb. 1, 1882-May 15, 1895
Honolulu, Hawaii: J.W. Robertson

Imprint varies
Also issued in a weekly edition, -May 15, 1895, called: WEEKLY BULLETIN
Continued by: EVENING BULLETIN
m.f. (Feb. 7, 1882-Dec. 31, 1890; Jan 2, 1891-Mar. 15, 1895)

DAILY GAZETTE
Continues: DAILY HERALD
no holdings found

DAILY HAWAIIAN May 1, 1884-
Honolulu, Hawaii
Best file: HHS (May 1, 1884-Mar. 2, 1885)

DAILY HAWAIIAN GAZETTE - see HAWAIIAN GAZETTE

DAILY HAWAIIAN HERALD Sept. 4, 1866-Dec. 21, 1866
Honolulu, Hawaii
m.f. (complete?)

DAILY HERALD Sept. 1, 1886-July 30, 1887?
Honolulu, Hawaii
Continued by: DAILY GAZETTE
Best file: BM (Sept. 1, 1886-Feb. 26, 1887; Mar. 1, 1887-July 30, 1887)

DAILY HONOLULU PRESS Sept. 1, 1885-
Honolulu, Hawaii
Founded as a continuation of SATURDAY PRESS
Best file: HHS (Sept. 1885-June 1886)

DAILY HONOLULU TIMES 1890 (10 days)
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found
DAILY MAUI NEWS - see MAUI NEWS

DAILY PACIFIC COMMERCIAL ADVERTISER - see HONOLULU ADVERTISER

Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Press Newspapers
Published during the suspension of THE HAWAII PRESS; PALI ED.
Best file: UH (complete run of Wednesday editions only)

THE DAILY POST-HERALD Dec. 3, 1917-Feb. 17, 1923
Hilo, Hawaii: Post-Herald
d
Absorbed: TODAY's news, Dec. 3, 1917 and continued its numbering
Continues: HAWAII DAILY POST
Merged with HILO DAILY TRIBUNE to become HILO TRIBUNE-HERALD
m.f. (complete?)

DAILY WIRELESS
Wailuku, Maui: Maui Publishing Co.
d
no holdings found

THE DEFENDER 1910
no holdings found

THE DEMOCRAT Oct. 25-Nov. 8, 1910
Honolulu, Hawaii
d
Best file: HHS (complete?)

DISCOVER HAWAII (Exclude - magazine)

DIXON'S KOKO-NUTS - see BIG ISLANDER
(Dixon's Koko-Nuts was an unnumbered section of Big Islander,
except that v. 5, no. 1 bore numbering)

DOWNTOWN PLANET Apr. 1979-
Honolulu, Hawaii: Treasure Island Publishing Co.
semi-monthly
Best file: HSL (Apr. 1977-date, many issues msg.)

DCWNTOWNER - see SUN PRESS DCWNTOWNER

DR. BUNK
Honolulu, Hawaii
No holdings found

ESTATE REGISTER (Exclude - special)
EVENING BULLETIN  May 16, 1895-June 29, 1912
Merged with HAWAIIAN STAR, July 1, 1912, to form HONOLULU STAR-
BULLETIN
Absorbed THE INDEPENDENT, June 17, 1895
m.f. (complete?)

50TH STATE BOWLER (Exclude - special)

THE FISH RAPPER  1960's
underground newspaper
University of Nevada has holdings

FORECAST  (EXCLUDE - SPECIAL)

THE FRIEND  1845-June 1954
Honolulu, Hawaii: Board of the Hawaiian Evangelical Association
Continues: THE FRIEND, OF TEMPERANCE AND SEAMEN
Continued by a later publication issued by the Association under
its later name: HAWAIIAN EVANGELICAL ASSOCIATION
Best file: UH (complete, now being filmed)

THE FRIEND  1954-  (Exclude - religious)

THE FRIEND, OF TEMPERANCE AND SEAMEN  1844
Honolulu, Hawaii: Board of the Hawaiian Evangelical Association
Continues: TEMPERANCE ADVOCATE AND SEAMEN'S FRIEND
Continued by: the THE FRIEND
BEST FILE: UH (complete)

FRIENDLY ISLE NEWS  Nov. 18, 1955-Jan. 25, 1957
Kaunakakai, Molokai, Hawaii
Continues: KA LEO O MOLOKAI
Best file: UH (complete?)

THE GARDEN ISLAND  July 1902-
tri-weekly
semi-weekly Oct. 3, 1964
weekly 1904-Sept. 30, 1964
m.f. (1912-date, a few issues msg.)
THE GARDEN ISLAND WAR DAILY Dec. 10, 1941-Jan. 14, 1942
Lihue, Kauai

On m.f. of The Garden Island, article on front page of 12-16-41 issue states: "The Garden Island has become your daily war bulletin, the official organ of the Kauai Civilian Defense organization..." Only 5000 copies printed; not enough, so people are asked to share. Printed on small sheets. Regular weekly Garden Island will continue to be regular size.

Best file: Kauai Historical Society (complete)

underground newspaper
Wisconsin Historical Society has holdings. Also in LC Newspapers in Microform.

GOSSIP 1902
no holdings found

GOVERNMENT GAZETTE — see HAWAIi GOVERNMENT GAZETTE

GRAYPOWER MONTHLY (Exclude - special)

THE GREAT PACIFIC GAZETTE July 3, 1974-
bi-weekly
Note in "Free Special 1st Issue" (July 3, 1974):
"Regular publication is scheduled to begin in Sept. 1974."
No more published
Best file: UH (1 issue)

GUIDE ca. 1899
no holdings found

THE GUIDE (Exclude - shipping guide)

HHHHHH

Hana, Maui: Hana Community Association


HAWAIi 1939- (Exclude - magazine)

HAWAIi 1940-1946 (Exclude - magazine)

HAWAIi 1982 (Exclude - special)

HAWAIi CATHOLIC HERALD Feb. 6, 1947-
Honolulu, Hawaii

"Official...newspaper of the Diocese of Honolulu"
Continues: CATHOLIC HERALD
Best file: UH (1950-1974, 1976-date)

HAWAIi DAILY July 1971
Honolulu, Hawaii
Only one issue published?
Best file: HSL (1 issue)
HAWAII DAILY POST  Sept. 26-Dec. 1, 1917
Hilo, Hawaii

Continues: HAWAII POST
Continued by: DAILY POST HERALD (with which is incorporated TODAY'S NEWS)
m.f. (Sept. 26-Dec. 1, 1917)

HAWAII DEMOCRAT  1900
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

HAWAII ECONOMIC FORUM  (Exclude - special)

HAWAII FREE PEOPLE'S PRESS  June 1969-Dec. 1970
Haleiwa, Oahu
bi-weekly
Frequency varies
Title varies: 1st issue, HAWAII FREE PRESS
Continues: THE ROACH

HAWAII FREE PRESS (Hilo) - see HAWAII PRESS

HAWAII FREE PRESS - see HAWAII FREE PEOPLE'S PRESS

Holualoa, Hawaii


HAWAII HERALD  Aug. 13, 1896-Feb. 22, 1923
Continued by: HILO TRIBUNE-HERALD
m.f. (complete)

HAWAII HOLOMUA; PROGRESS  Sept. 18, 1893-Jan. 5, 1895
Honolulu, Hawaii

m.f. (complete?)

HAWAII-INDONESIA NEWS  Mar-June 1971
Honolulu, Hawaii: Indonesia Association
DLC has OCLC 2515285

HAWAII JEWISH NEWS
Honolulu, Hawaii: Jewish Federation of Hawaii

"Hawaii Jewish news, a subscriber to The Jewish Telegraphic Agency."
Best file:  UH (Jan, Mar. 1981-date)

HAWAII KAI NUPEPA  Feb. 1964-Feb.-May 1964
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Kai Shopping Center Merchants Association

No more published?
Best file:  UH (complete?)
Kailua, Hawaii: Community Publications

Best file: UH (June 27, 1973-Dec. 30, 1980, issues msg.)

HAWAII MONARCHY AND TERRITORIAL NEWS July/Aug. 1967-Spring 1968
Honolulu, Hawaii: Vemeca, Inc.
bi-monthly
Free. No more published.
Best file: UH (complete)

HAWAII NEI (Exclude - magazine)

HAWAII NEWS 1925-1941
Hilo, Hawaii

Publication suspended Dec. 20, 1942, by order of Military Governor
Dec. 5, 1941, issues msg.)

HAWAII NEWS-PRESS Nov. 15, 1970-Aug. 15, 1971
Kaneohe, Hawaii
semi-monthly
Continues: THAT OTHER PAPER
Best file: UH (complete)

HAWAII OBSERVER Oct. 1931
Hilo, Hawaii
no holdings found

Honolulu, Hawaii
bi-weekly
Early issues newspapers, later ones magazine format
m.f. (complete)

HAWAII PICTORIAL Aug. 1936
Honolulu, Hawaii

"Smart Hawaii in news and pictures"
no holdings found

HAWAII POST Nov. 1, 1916-Sept. 25, 1917
Continued by: HAWAII DAILY POST
m.f. (complete?)

HAWAII PRESS 1932-1949
Hilo, Hawaii

Friday edition used also as weekly
Weekly Filipino section: HAWAII FILIPINO NEWS
Best file: AH (Aug. 23, 1932-Oct. 8, 1941, 5 issues)

HAWAII PRESS: LEeward ED. - see LEeward PRESS
HAWAIIAN Jan. 15, 1872-Nov. 15, 1872
Honolulu, Hawaii

Best file: BM (nos. 3, 4, 7 & odd pages)
AH (nos. 5-11)

THE HAWAIIAN May 1895-Feb./Mar. 1896 (Magazine)
Honolulu, Hawaii
Monthly, May-Sept. 1895
Bi-monthly, Oct./Nov. 1895-Feb./Mar. 1896
Best file: UH (complete)

THE HAWAIIAN Feb. 12-Nov. 25, 1898 (Include?)
Honolulu, Hawaii

"For the home, and devoted to the development of the wonderful
agricultural and horticultural resources of the Hawaiian Islands"
Best file: BM (May 28-Nov. 18, 1898, issues msg.)

HAWAIIAN CASCADE AND MISCELLANY (Exclude - magazine)

HAWAIIAN CHURCH CHRONICLE - see CHURCH CHRONICLE

HAWAIIAN COMMERCIAL JOURNAL AND MARITIME REPORT 1895-1897
Honolulu, Hawaii

"Devoted to agricultural, commercial, financial, industrial
and shipping interests"
Best file: HHS (July 1895-Apr. 1897, issues msg.)

HAWAIIAN ETHOS 1960's?
underground newspaper
University of Nevada has holdings

THE HAWAIIAN GAZETTE Jan. 21, 1865-Oct. 18, 1918
Honolulu, Hawaii
Weekly, later semi-weekly
Called DAILY GAZETTE Aug.-Dec. 1887
Joined PACIFIC COMMERCIAL ADVERTISER Dec. 1888
m.f. (complete?)

HAWAIIAN HOME, LITERARY, SOCIAL & SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL Jan. 15-Nov. 15,
1872
Honolulu, Hawaii

Best file: HHS (lacks 1 issue)

HAWAIIAN HOMEMAKER May-Nov. 1954 (Exclude?)

"For the whole family"
no more published?
Best file: UH (complete)

THE HAWAIIAN MONTHLY (Exclude - magazine)

HAWAIIAN REPORTER June 18, 1959-Mar. 16, 1961
Honolulu, Hawaii

unnumbered "Sample issue" pub. Apr. 1959
Best files: UH (lacks 4 issues); AH (1959-1961)
HAWAIIAN SPECTATOR (Exclude - magazine)

THE HAWAIIAN STAR Mar. 28, 1893-June 29, 1912
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaiian Star Newspaper Association

Merged with the EVENING BULLETIN, July 1, 1912, to form HONOLULU STAR-BULLETIN
A Sunday edition, called the SUNDAY STAR, was issued Aug. 2, 1896.

No more published.
m.f. (complete?)

HAWAIIAN SUNRISE (Exclude - newsletter)

HAWAIIAN TIMES Sept. 13-Dec. 13, 1870
Honolulu, Hawaii

semi-weekly

"With which is incorporated BENNETT'S OWN"
m.f. (complete)

Honolulu, Hawaii

Continued by: HAWAII TOURIST NEWS
Best file: UH (complete)

HAWAIIAN TRAVEL MONTHLY Aug. 1966-Mar. 1969 (Magazine)
Honolulu, Hawaii

Continued by: HAWAIIAN TOURIST NEWS

HAWAIIAN TRAVEL NEWS Apr. 1969-June 1974 (Magazine)
Honolulu, Hawaii: Stone Publishing Co.

m (frequency varies)
Continues: HAWAIIAN TRAVEL MONTHLY
Best file: UH (complete)

THE HERALD July 4, 1941-Mar. 30, 1942
Hanapepe, Kauai, 1940-Nov. 1941
Honolulu, Hawaii, Nov. 1941

I. Izuka sold Kauai Herald to Arthur Rutledge, Honolulu, Nov. 21, 1941 (NR)
Publication suspended Dec. 1, 1941-Mar. 9, 1942
Continues: KAUAH HERALD
Continued by: VICTORY
m.f.

HILO DAILY TRIBUNE July 1, 1917-Feb. 18, 1923

Continues: HILO TRIBUNE
Merged with DAILY POST-HERALD to become HILO TRIBUNE-HERALD
m.f. (complete?)

HILO JOURNAL 1891?
Hilo, Hawaii

no holdings found

THE HILO RAIN Feb. 18-Aug. 16/31, 1976
Hilo, Hawaii

semi-monthly (frequency varies slightly)

Best file: UH (complete)
HILO RECORD 1889?-1991?
Hilo, Hawaii
References to this in DAILY BULLETIN indicate it was a sheet posted on sheriff's bulletin board
no holdings found

HILO TRIBUNE Nov. 23, 1895-June 27, 1917
Continued by: HILO DAILY TRIBUNE
m.f. (complete?)

HILO TRIBUNE HERALD Feb. 19, 1923-Mar. 1, 1964
Hilo, Hawaii: Hilo Tribune Herald
Merger of HILO DAILY TRIBUNE and DAILY POST-HERALD
Continued by: HAWAII TRIBUNE-HERALD
m.f. (complete?)

HISTORIC HAWAI'I NEWS Sept. 1975
Honolulu, Hawaii: Historic Hawai'i Foundation
Best file: HSL (complete?)

KA HOKU O RED HILL
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

HONOLULU AD 1903-1906
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

THE HONOLULU ADVERTISER Mar. 31, 1921-
Honolulu, Hawaii: Honolulu Advertiser
Not issued June 22-Aug. 6, 1963 (strike)
On Sunday, published as: SUNDAY STAR-BULLETIN & ADVERTISER
Continues: PACIFIC COMMERCIAL ADVERTISER
Mar. 17, 1946-Dec. 31, 1947: Published a later daily edition which AH separately bound as "Honolulu Advertiser-P.M. Ed."
In Mar. 1946, the P.M. edition was called "Evening Home" as opposed to the regular "Morning Final." By Dec. 1947, both were called "Home Edition" although they were different editions.
m.f. (complete?)

HONOLULU CHRONICLE 1898
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

HONOLULU CHRONICLE Feb. 25-Mar. 10, 1948
Continues: HONOLULU SUNDAY CHRONICLE
Continued by: KAIMUKI CHRONICLE
Best file: UH (complete)

HONOLULU DAILY PRESS - see DAILY HONOLULU PRESS
HONOLULU DAILY TIMES 1849
Honolulu, Hawaii
same as HONOLULU TIMES?
no holdings found

HONOLULU DAILY TIMES Jan. 25-Feb. 5, 1890
Honolulu, Hawaii
d
Issued by the Reform Party during election (10 issues)
Best file: HHS (complete)

HONOLULU EAST SUN PRESS Sept. 13/19-Oct. 11/17, 1972
Kailua, Hawaii: Community Publications
Continued by: AINA HAINA-NIU VALLEY SUN PRESS and KAHALA SUN PRESS
Best file: UH (complete?)

THE HONOLULU MERCURY (Exclude - magazine)

THE HONOLULU NEWS Feb.-Dec. 1971
Honolulu, Hawaii: Good Guys for Fasi
(mirregular)
Best file: UH (complete)

HONOLULU POLICE NEWS Feb. 1927 (Exclude)
Honolulu, Hawaii: Honolulu Police Dept.
no holdings found

HONOLULU RECORD Aug. 5, 1948-July 3, 1958
Honolulu, Hawaii
Sample issue has title: "Pacific Record," issued July 1, 1948
Best file: UH (complete?)

THE HONOLULU REPUBLICAN June 14, 1900-Jan. 25, 1902
HONOLULU, HAWAII
m.f. (June 14-16, 22-Dec. 1900; Feb. 1901-Jan. 25, 1902)

HONOLULU SHOPPER - see HONOLULU WEEKLY SHOPPER

HONOLULU SHOPPING GUIDE 1926
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

HONOLULU SHOPPING NEWS 1925-1926
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

HONOLULU STAR-BULLETIN July 1, 1912
Honolulu, Hawaii: Honolulu Star Bulletin
Formed by the union of: HAWAIIAN STAR and EVENING BULLETIN
July 1, 1962- Combined its Sunday ed. with the Sunday Advertiser
to form the SUNDAY STAR-BULLETIN & ADVERTISER
Continues: HAWAIIAN STAR and EVENING BULLETIN
Not issued: June 21-Aug. 6, 1963 (strike)
" " Jan. 9-11, 1969 (strike)
m.f. (complete?)
HONOLULU STOCK & BOND EXCHANGE 1900-1901
Honolulu, Hawaii
2/d
no holdings found

THE HONOLULU SUN PRESS Feb. 2-Nov. 1, 1972
Kailua, Hawaii: Community Publications
Continues: KALIHI PRESS and WEST AND CENTRAL SUN SHOPPERS

HONOLULU SUNDAY CHRONICLE Nov. 9, 1947-Feb. 15, 1948
Continued by: HONOLULU CHRONICLE
Best file: UH (complete)

HONOLULU TIMES Nov. 8, 1849-July 1851
Honolulu, Hawaii
m.f. (Nov. 8, 1849-Feb. 19, 1851, issues msg.)
DLC has holdings

HONOLULU TIMES Oct. 1902-Feb. 1911
Honolulu, Hawaii
m
Best file: BM (incomplete)

HONOLULU TIMES 1924
Honolulu, Hawaii
Best file: AH (Apr. 1-Aug. 1924)

HONOLULU TIMES Jan. 1, 1929-Feb. 16, 1940
Honolulu, Hawaii
Continues: WEEKLY TIMES
Best file: AH (Jan. 1, 1920-Feb. 16, 1940, issues msg.)

HONOLULU TIMES (Daily) - see DAILY HONOLULU TIMES

HONOLULU WEEKLY SHOPPER
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

HUI LAU LIMA NEWS 1958?-1960?
Laie, Oahu: Hui Lau Lima o Laie
Frequency varies
Ceased publication in 1960

HUI MANA'O 1978-1983
Hana, Maui
In Sept. 1982 issue, announcement that publication will cease
at the end of 1983.
Best file: Wailuku (June 1979-)

HULI May 22?, 1971-?
Kaneohe, Hawaii: Kokua Hawaii
bi-weekly
"Local people's news"
Best file: BM (3 issues, 1971)
KA HULIAU = THE TURNING POINT Nov. 1982-
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Education for Social Progress, Inc.
Every 6 weeks
"An independent newspaper focusing on Hawaii and Pacific issues"
Best file: UH (complete)

THE HUMANE EDUCATOR (Exclude - special)

I I I I I

IMUA KOHALA = ONWARD KOHALA July 18, 1975-Jan. 7, 1977
Kapaau, Hawaii
bi-weekly
First issue called The Metro
Best file: UH (complete?)

IMUA NEWSLETTER - Mar. 1969
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Foundation for American Freedoms, Inc.
Irregular
Best file: UH (Jan. 1964-Mar. 1968, issues msg.)

IMUA SPOTLIGHT Aug. 1, 1949-Sept. 1968
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Foundation for American Freedoms, Inc.
semi-monthly (frequency varies)
Called variously Spotlight, Imua Spotlight, or Spotlight (Imua)
Published 1949-June 30, 1960 by the Foundation under
its earlier name: Hawaii Residents' Association, Inc.
Continued by: THE FACT FINDER

INANAMA 1935
Hilo, Hawaii
semi-weekly
no holdings found

THE INDEPENDENT May 1-June 15, 1895
Honolulu, Hawaii
Best file: AH (complete)

THE INDEPENDENT June 24, 1895-Oct. 31, 1905
Honolulu, Hawaii
Anti-provisional government. Supported Queen.
Only exponent of Hawaiian sentiment in English.
Best file: AH (June 24, 1895-Oct. 24, 1905)

THE INDEPENDENT June 1941
Hilo, Hawaii
bi-monthly
no holdings found

INDEPENDENT ca. 1950's
Wahiawa, Oahu: Steward Fern
associated with LEeward INDEPENDENT
no holdings found
ISLAND NEWS Oct. 8/14, 1982-
Honolulu, Hawaii: Island News
Issues include separately paged section with title:
Royal Hawaiian Shopping Center News
Continues: HAWAII TOURIST NEWS
Best file: UH (complete)

ISLAND TIMES Sept. 3, 1976-
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Blueline Co., Inc.
"Hawaii's News & Feature Weekly"
Best file: HSL (Sept. 3-30, 1976, 4 issues)

THE ISLANDER Mar. 5-Oct. 29, 1875
"A weekly journal devoted to Hawaiian interests, scientific
researches, literature, home and foreign affairs"
Best file: UH (complete)

THE ISLANDER (Exclude - magazine)

J J J J J

THE JEFFERSONIAN Apr. 1934
Best file: AH (April, June, July 1934)

K K K K K

Kailua, Hawaii: Community Publications
Continues in part: HONOLULU EAST SUN PRESS
Continued by: SUN PRESS

KAIRIKI CHRONICLE Mar. 17-June 10, 1948
Continues: HONOLULU CHRONICLE
Merged with WAIKIKI CHRONICLE to form: KAIRIKI WAIKIKI CHRONICLE
Best file: UH (complete)

KAIRIKI COURIER Sept. 23, 1947-July 28, 1948
Honolulu, Hawaii
Endorsed by the "Kaimuki Community Council and the Kapahulu Community
Association as the official publication of each group."
Best file: UH (complete)

KAIRIKI KAHALA SUN PRESS 1979-
Kaneohe, Hawaii: Community Publications, Inc.
Best file: HSL (complete?)

KAIRIKI PRESS 1961
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found
KAILHU PRESS Aug. 8, 1963-Jan. 26, 1972
Kailua, Hawaii: Community Press Newspapers

Issues for Dec. 7, 1966-Nov. 8, 1967 called HAWAII PRESS: KALIHI ED. Merged with WEST AND CENTRAL SUN SHOPPERS to form HONOLULU SUN PRESS

KAMEHAMEHA TIMES 1979-
Kohala, Hawaii: Kohala Community Association
This is a mimeo publication that functions as a community newspaper
Best file: UHH (complete?)

KANEHOHE CITIZEN
saw card at HSL but couldn't find

KAPI
Koloa, Kauai
m
"Kauai's Community Newsmagazine"
Best file: KRL (1 issue, April [no yr.], no s.r.)

Ka'u, Hawaii: Corporate Communications Dept., C. Brewer & Co.
semi-monthly

KA'U REPORT July 4, 1976
Ka'u, Hawaii
Sponsored by University at Hilo, Continuing Education and Community Service
"Ka'u people have the chance of producing their own newspaper. You are the reporter. What is in the paper is up to you."
"A community newspaper"
Best file: UHH (1st issue only)

KA'U WEEKLY 1905-1906?
Honuapo, Hawaii
w
no holdings found
KAUAI HERALD  July 12, 1940-June 16, 1941
Hanapepe, Kauai
w (frequency varies?)
"A Newspaper for Liberals"
Continued by: THE HERALD
Best file: UH (complete?)

KAUAI INDEPENDENT  1961
Lihue, Kauai
w
no holdings found

KAUAI NEWS  Jan. 27, 1950-Apr. 28, 1953
Lihue, Kauai: Kauai Publishing Co.
w
Best files: UH (Feb. 3, 1950-Apr. 28, 1953, issues msg.); KRL
(complete?)

KA KAUAI PA'I PALAPALA = THE KAUAI PRESS
Kalaheo, Kauai: Herbert L. Foster
w
Best file: KRL (Apr., May, June 1967)

KAUAI SUN  Mar. 18, 1977-Nov. 4, 1978
[s.n.] Editor: Bill Penarosa
Free
Best file: HSL (complete?)

Lihue, Kauai: Garden Island Media, Inc.
w
"Kauai's only locally owned newspaper"
Best file: KRL (complete?)

KAUAI VISITOR  1966?
Kauai
w
no holdings found

KIHEI TIMES  1980?
Kihei?, Maui
annual
Editor: Steve Omar
Cf. Maui Reporter, July 21, 1982
no holdings found

KILAUEA TIMES  June 30/Sept. 6, 1976
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park
Best file: UHH (June 30/Sept. 6, 1972, 1 issue)

THE KOHALA MIDGET  Sept. 19, 1908-Sept. 24, 1913
Kohala, Hawaii: Midget Association
w
1st 22 issues pub. by the C.E. Boys' Club
Continued by: THE MIDGET
m.f. (complete?)

KOKO-HALA BEACON  Jan. 1959?--July 1960
m
Continues: KOKO-HALA PENNYSAYER
m
Best file: UH (Jan. 1959--July 1960)
Continued by: KOKO-HALA BEACON
Best file: UH (Feb, June-Dec. 1958)

KOKO HEAD TRIBUNE July 23, 1959
Honolulu, Hawaii
Continues: VOICE OF EAST OAHU
Best file: AH (July 23, 30, Aug. 6, 13, 20, 1959)

KOLEA TIMES
Continued by: YOEN JIHO
no holdings found

KONA COAST NEWS June 5-Dec. 11, 1968
Best file: UH (June 5-Dec. 11, 1968, pp. msg.)

KONA ECHO Apr. 1, 1950-July 7, 1951
Kailua, Kona, Hawaii
semi-monthly
Re-established Apr. 1, 1950
Best file: UH (complete)

KONA PICKLE-JAR Mar. 15-May 20, 1016
Holualoa, Hawaii
m.
m.f. (complete)
HMS calls this a magazine

KONA TIMES OCT. 31, 1969-JUNE 3, 1971
KAILUA-KONA, HAWAII

KONA TORCH July 20, 1961-Apr. 25, 1968
Kailua, Kona, Hawaii
semi-monthly
Continued by: KONA TORCH (1968)
Best file: UH (complete)

KONA TORCH Sept. 16, 1968-Jan/Mar. 1978
Kailua, Kona, Hawaii
v.1, no. 1 preceded by an unnumbered issue dated July 22, 1968
Continues: KONA TORCH (1961)
Best file: UH (July 22, 2968-Jan/Mar. 1978, issues msg.)

KONA TRIBUNE-HERALD Mar. 21-Apr. 11, 1962
Hilo, Hawaii: Hawaii Tribune-Herald
special weekly edition of the HILO TRIBUNE-HERALD
Continued by: KONA TRIBUNE-HERALD
Best file: UH (complete)

KONA TRIBUNE-HERALD Aug. 5-Sept. 23, 1964
Hilo, Hawaii: Hawaii Tribune-Herald
Continues: KONA TRIBUNE-HERALD (1962)
Continued by: KONA WEEKLY TRIBUNE-HERALD
Best file: UH (complete)
Hilo, Hawaii: Hawaii Tribune-Herald
Continues: KONA TRIBUNE-HERALD
Continued by: WEST HAWAII TODAY
m. f. (complete?)

THE KOOLAU MIRROR Sept. 6, 1978
bi-weekly
"Covering the communities of Pearl City, Mililani, Waipio, Wahiawa, Mokuleia, Haleiwa, Waimea, Sunset and Kahuku."
"Central Oahu's newest paper"
Best file: HSL (Sept. 6, 1978 & Apr/May 1979)

KUI-KA LONO (Exclude - school paper)

KE KUKINI July 18, 1983-
Kaunakakai, Molokai: Bob Johnson
semi-monthly
"A community newspaper"
Best file: UH (July 18, 1983-date)

LAHAINA NEWS summer 1979-
Lahaina, Maui: Kelsey Publications
semi-monthly
Best file: UH (complete to date)

THE LAHAINA SUN Nov. 11, 1970-Aug. 29, 1973
Maui
Continued by: MAUI SUN
Best file: UH (complete?)

LAHAINA TIMES 1979-
MCC (Jun-Aug. 1983)

KA LAMA (KAHALU'O COALITION) Sept. 1970- (Exclude? Newsletter?)
Issues for June 1973-Dec. 1974 issued as a section of the
WINDWARD SUN PRESS
Issues for Sept. 1970- published by Hui Ko'olau
HSL has Apr. 1983

LANAI TIMES
UH: "on order"; MCC (8 issues)

Lanai City, Lanai: Lanai Community Welfare Association
1st 4 issues published with no name
Best file: UH (complete?)

THE LANAIAN Nov. 1978-
Lanai City, Lanai: Lanai Community Services Council
Best file: Kahului (Nov. 1978-June 1980, issues msg.)
LANIKAI-WINDWARD NEWS ca. 1940's
LANIKAI, HAWAII

no holdings found

THE LANI KITE (Exclude? Newsletter?)
Kailua, Hawaii: Lanikai Association
m (irregular)
Best file: UH (June 1969-Apr. 1980, scattered)

LATITUDE 20; THE HAWAIIAN AIRLINES MAGAZINE (Exclude - special)

THE LEADER 1970-
Honolulu, Hawaii: The Hawaii Hachi
w
Free
Continues: THE WAIPAHU LEADER
Best file: BW (May 3-July 10, 1970)

THE LEEWARD AND WAHIWA SUN PRESS Feb. 2-Mar. 1972
Kailua, Hawaii: Community Press Newspapers
w
Continues: THE LEEWARD PRESS, THE WAHIWA PRESS and
THE LEEWARD SUN SHOPPER
Continued by: LEEWARD SUN PRESS and WAHIWA SUN PRESS
Best file: UH (complete)

LEEWARD INDEPENDENT ca. 1950's
Wahiawa, Oahu: Steward Fern
w
no holdings found

LEEWARD PRESS 1959-Jan. 26, 1972
Kailua, Hawaii: Community Press Newspapers
w
Issues for Dec. 7, 1966-Nov. 8, 1967 called
THE HAWAII PRESS: LEEWARD ED.
Merged with WAHIWA PRESS to become LEEWARD AND WAHIWA SUN PRESS

Kaneohe, Hawaii: Community Publications
w
Title varies slightly
Continues in part: LEEWARD AND WAHIWA SUN PRESS
Continued by: PEARL CITY/AIEA SUN PRESS
Best file: HSL (complete?)

KA LEO O KA LAHUI (Eng. ed.) - see title in Hawaiian section

KA LEO O MOLOKAI Dec. 8, 1950-Nov. 11, 1955
Kaunakakai, Molokai: Molokai Civic Group, Advisory Board
w
Continued by: FRIENDLY ISLE NEWS
Best file: UH (complete?)

LEO O WAIPAHU Aug. 1949-June 1952
m?
no holdings found
LIBERATOR 1900
no holdings found

MAIN STREET Feb. 10, 1950-Feb. 1, 1951
Honokaa, Hawaii

Best file: UH (complete)

MANOA NEWS Oct. 1, 1965-May 1970?
Honolulu, Hawaii: Manoa Jaycees

Issues for June-1968 called 4-M NEWS
Best file: UH (complete?)

MANUKA MESSENGER 1970-
Maalehu, Hawaii: Hawaiian Ocean View Estates

Best file: UHH (complete?)

MAUI DAILY DIGEST 1979-
Wailuku, Maui: Aquarius Enterprise
"A mini newspaper"
"c1979 by Jack Stephens, member of the Society of Professional Journalists"
"Free or 1 penny"

MAUI MAILERS
Wailuku, Maui: Maui Mailer Publications

"Serving 100% of the Post Office Residential Addresses
(18,362 to residences and P.O. Boxes, 21,500 to hotels and major condominiums). These tabloid mailers have local news columns and photos, sports schedules, calendar of events, weather news, "Community Update" column, and ocean "tips" plus special editions such as Women's Kemper Open Tournament and Annual Maui Condominium Guide & Directory. (Hawaii Media 1983)

no holdings found

MAUI MOON 1975-1977
Lahaina?, Maui
Editors: Steve Omar and Jeremy Skiptron
Cf. Maui Reporter, July 21, 1982

no holdings found

THE MAUI NEWS Feb. 17, 1900-
Wailuku, Maui
Daily June 1, 1981-
Semi-weekly Sept. 2, 1921-Nov. 28, 1922; July 3, 1923-Sept. 11, 1970
Daily Dec. 1, 1922-June 30, 1923
Weekly Feb. 17, 1900-Aug. 26, 1921
m.f. (a few issues msg.)

MAUI RECORD 1938?-1941?
Wailuku, Maui
semi-weekly
Japanese, English & Filipino
Best file: AH (1938-1941, issues msg.)
MAUI REPORTER July-Dec. 1982?
Maui
Best file: Kahului (July 21-Dec. 15, 1982)

Lahaina, Maui
Continues: LAHAINA SUN
Best file: UH (complete?)

MAUI WOWIE ca. 1960's
Maui: Rainbow Kelly
underground newspaper
Cf. Maui Reporter, July 21, 1982
no holdings found

Kailua, Kona, Hawaii: Images Unlimited
monthly Jan-Oct. 1974
semi-monthly Nov. 1974-Jan. 1975
"The Kamaaina newspaper"
Best file: UH (lacks 1 issue)

THE MERCURY Feb. 15, 1977-
Hilo, Hawaii: Balloon Spinnaker Press
semi-monthly
"By and for the people of the Big Island"
Continues: WAIMEA MERCURY

METRO - see IMUA KOHALA

THE MIDGET Oct. 1, 1913-Apr. 25, 1917
Kohala, Hawaii: The Midget Association
Issues for July 21, 1916-Apr. 13, 1917 also called
KOHALA SEMI-WEEKLY MIDGET
Continues: THE KOHALA MIDGET
m.f. (complete?)

THE MILITARY PRESS Apr. 16, 1969
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Press Newspapers
Continues: HAWAII MILITARY PRESS
Continued by: MILITARY SUN PRESS

MIRROR - see SANDWICH ISLAND MIRROR AND COMMERCIAL GAZETTE

MIRROR 1902
Best file: AH (Sept. 27, Oct. 4, 11, Nov. 15, 1902)

KA MOLOKAI Nov. 4, 1971-
Kaunakakai, Molokai
bi-weekly
Free
Best file: HSL (Nov. 4, 1971-June 8, 1972, issues msg.)

MOLOKAI FREE PRESS; NA MEA HOU O MOLOKAI 1977-1981?
Kaunakakai, Molokai
"Molokai's only newspaper"
MOLOKAI NEWS ca. 1935
Kaunakakai, Molokai
semi-monthly
no holdings found

MOLOKAI REPORTER Nov. 5, 1969-March 4, 1970
Maunaloa, Molokai
semi-monthly
Best file: UH (complete?)

MOLOKAI TIMES Oct. 16, 1981-
semi-monthly
"The only newspaper in the world that cares about Molokai"
Best file: Kahului (complete)

THE MORNING GUIDE 1884-1885?
Honolulu, Hawaii: T.G. Thrum
Merged with SATURDAY PRESS to form DAILY HONOLULU PRESS, Sept. 1, 1885
no holdings found

MUNICIPAL RECORD (Exclude - house organ)

N N N N N

NAALÈHU NEWS
Best file: Pahala (holdings unknown)

NAKED TRUTH 1900-1901
no holdings found

NAKED TRUTH 1901-1903
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

THE NALE NEWS 1976-1979?
Waimanalo, Oahu: Waimanalo Council of Community Organizations
"A community newsletter"
Best file: HSL (Dec. 1976, Jan. 1979, 2 issues)

NATIONAL HERALD - see KA AHAILONO O KA LAHUI in Hawaiian section

THE NATIVE HAWAIIAN June 1977-
Honolulu, Hawaii: Alu Like Native Hawaiian Program
(irregular)
Newsletter of Alu Like Native Hawaiian Program
Includes occasional articles in Hawaiian
Best file: HSL (June 1977-date, a few issues msg.)

NEW ERA AND WEEKLY ARGUS Oct. 22, 1853-June 28, 1855
Honolulu, Hawaii
Continues: WEEKLY ARGUS
Associated with A. Fornander
m.f. (complete?)
THE NEW FREEDOM 1913-1935
Honolulu, Hawaii
"A weekly publication devoted to progressive democracy"
Best file: AH (1913-1935, issues msg.)

NEW NEWSPAPER 1970's?
Wailuku, Maui: James Franklin and Jack Stephens
Private Collection: MCC

NEWS 1949
Wahiawa: G.D. Chamberlain
bi-weekly
no holdings found

THE NEWS (MANOA-KAHALA) Aug. 1982
Honolulu, Hawaii
"Free...Compliments of your Community Merchants"

NEWS OF "OUR TOWN" Nov. 1954-May 1957
Honolulu, Hawaii
Continues: AINA HAINA NEWS
Best file: UH (complete?)

NORTH SHORE CHRONICLE Apr. 1976-
Wahiawa, Oahu
Best file: HSL (Apr.-Christmas 1976, 1 issue msg)

NORTH SHORE COMMUNITY REVIEW 1978-
Wahiawa, Oahu
bi-weekly
Magazine-size bi-weekly. Circulation direct mail to every business and residence on the North Shore from Mokuleia to Mauu and to 400 businesses in the Wahiawa area. Cf. AUW Media Guide.
Best file: HSL (Dec. 13, 1978)

NORTH SHORE GAZETTE July 2, 1964-
Haleiwa, Oahu: North Shore Publishing Co.

NORTH SHORE GAZETTE -Apr. 30/May 6, 1975
Wahiawa, Oahu: Multi-Media Graphics
Continues: NORTH SHORE NEWS
Best file: UH (Jan. 15-Apr. 30/May 6, 1975)

NORTH SHORE NEWS 1972-Jan. 8, 1975
semi-monthly (irregular)
Continued by: NORTH SHORE GAZETTE
Best file: UH (Feb. 21, 1973-Jan. 8, 1975)
KA NUPEPA O KEAUKAHA 1975
Hilo, Hawaii

"A community newspaper of Keaukaha, Hawaii"
Sponsored by the Keaukaha Elementary School P.T.A. with
other participating organizations
Best file: HSL (Sept., Nov. 1975, 2 issues)

KA NUPEPA O MILILANI 1970?
Wahiawa, Oahu: PHP Co. Ltd.
semi-monthly
Pub. for Mililani Town Assn. and mailed to all residents of Mililani Town
Best file: HSL (Aug. 20, 1977-date, issues msg.)

OAHU FOUNTAIN ca. 1847
Oahu Temperance Society
American Antiquarian Society has Aug. 1, 1847

OAHU REALTY BULLETIN 1947
Honolulu, Hawaii
semi-monthly
no holdings found

OD 1960's?
underground newspaper

OFFICIAL AND COMMERCIAL RECORD Mar. 2, 1903-Nov. 29, 1907
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaiian Gazette Co. Ltd.
semi-weekly
Best file: AH (complete?); HHS (complete?)

THE OWL Jan. 1888-Aug. 1889
Honolulu, Hawaii
m (frequency varies slightly)
"Devoted to fun, fact, fancy, satire and social hits"
"Hatched and fed by Col. John Brash, R.S."
Best file: UH (1888: Jan. 14-April 14, July 14, Dec. 29)
(1889: Feb. 16-Mar. 30, May 25-June 29)

P C C A NEWS ca. 1978
Pearl City, Hawaii: Pearl City Community Association
"Hui o momi kaona poe"
Best file: HSL (Aug. 1978, 1 issue)

THE PACIFIC
Cf. FRIEND, Mar. 1897, p. 19
no holdings found

PACIFIC BUSINESS NEWS Mar. 18, 1963-
Honolulu, Hawaii: Crossroads Press
w
Best file: UH (complete?)
PACIFIC COMMERCIAL ADVERTISER  July 2, 1856-Mar. 30, 1921
Honolulu, Hawaii  (except Sunday) see SundayAdvertiser for m.f. (complete?)

PACIFIC RECORD - see HONOLULU RECORD (1948)

THE PACIFIC WEEKLY  1909
Honolulu, Hawaii

Best file: BM (Oct. 10, 1908, 1 issue)

PAIA TIMES  1980?
Paia?, Maui
2 times a year
Editor: Steve Omar
Cf. Maui Reporter, July 21, 1982
no holdings found

PAIO  Jan. 1972-
Honolulu, Hawaii

"PAIO is Hawaiian for struggle. This paper is called PAIO because it is
for and about people who are struggling to better their communities."
Best file: RSL (Jan, Feb, Mar. 1972, 3 issues)

Kamuela, Hawaii: Richard Smart

"Parker Ranch Cowboy"
In last edition, Smart said paper being discontinued so company could give employees dental plan instead.
m.f. (complete)

PALI PLANNER  (Exclude - special)

Kailua, Hawaii: Community Press Newspapers

Merged with KANEHOE CITIZEN, Mar. 15, 1961
Continued by: WINDWARD SUN PRESS
Best file: UH (complete?)

PARADISE NEWS  May 1980-July 1981
Honolulu, Hawaii: Carl Giampaolo
"Waikiki's historical newspaper"
Continued by: PARADISE MAGAZINE
(in 1983 reverts to newspaper format as PARADISE NEWS)
Best file: UH (complete?)

PARADISE OF THE PACIFIC (WEEKLY) - See CROSSROADS OF THE PACIFIC
PARADISE OF THE PACIFIC  Jan. 1888-May/June 1966  
Honolulu, Hawaii: Paradise of the Pacific, Ltd.  
m  
Early issues newspaper, later magazine format  
Continued by: HONOLULU TODAY  
m.f. (complete?)  

PEARL CITY AIEA SUN PRESS  Sept. 2, 1981  
Kaneohe, Hawaii: Sun Press  
w  
Continues: LEEWARD SUN PRESS  
Best file: UH (complete?)  

THE POLYNESIAN  June 6, 1840-Dec. 4, 1841  
Honolulu, Hawaii  
w  
Continued by: THE POLYNESIAN (1841)  
m.f. (complete?)  

THE POLYNESIAN  Dec. 11, 1841  
Honolulu, Hawaii  
w  
Continues: THE POLYNESIAN (1840)  
Continued by: THE POLYNESIAN (1844)  
m.f. (complete?)  

THE POLYNESIAN  May 18, 1844-Feb. 6, 1864  
Honolulu, Hawaii  
w  
Continues: THE POLYNESIAN (1841)  
m.f. (incomplete)  

POST HERALD - see DAILY POST HERALD  

POTZREBIE  Dec. 1958  
Kailua, Oahu  
no holdings found  

THE PROGRESSIVE NEWS  July 16-Nov. 7, 1914  
Honolulu, Hawaii: Progressive Party of Hawaii  
w  
Best file: UH (complete?)  

PROMOTION  July 26, 1913  
Honolulu, Hawaii: Will Sabin  
Best file: AH (July 26, 1913, 1st issue)  

PUBLIC OPINION  1938  
Honolulu, Hawaii  
w  
no holdings found  

PUKA PUKA PARADE  June 1946  
Honolulu, Hawaii: Club 100  
m (frequency varies)  
Continues: CLUB 100  
Best file: UH (Apr. 1946-May/June 1973, issues msg.)  
HSL (June 1946-Aug. 1975, many issues msg.)
PUKOO EXAMINER 1974
Molokai: Bruce Bowen
underground newspaper
no holdings found

PUNA INDEPENDENT NEWS Apr. 1973
Hilo: Travel Isle Service

A community newspaper for Ainaloa Subdivision
Continues: AINALOA INDEPENDENT NEWS
Best file: UHH (complete to date)

PUNCHBOWL (Exclude - magazine)

REAL HONOLULU 1936
Honolulu, Hawaii
bi-weekly
no holdings found

REPUBLICAN 1900?–1902?
no holdings found

REPUBLICAN CLUB NEWS (Exclude - political)

RESISTANCE NOTES 1960's?
underground newspaper
University of Nevada has holdings.

THE ROACH May 13, 1968–Mar. 23/Apr. 6, 1969
Haleiwa, Oahu
bi-weekly (frequency varies)
m.f. (complete?)

RURAL OAHU REPORTER June 29, 1950–May 6, 1953
Wahiawa, Oahu

Continues: RURAL REPORTER (1950)
Continued by: RURAL REPORTER (1953)
Best file: UH (complete?)

RURAL REPORTER June 1–June 15, 1950
Wahiawa, Oahu

Continued by: RURAL OAHU REPORTER
Best file: UH (issues msg.)

RURAL REPORTER May 13, 1953–Aug. 24, 1955
Wahiawa, Oahu

Continues: RURAL OAHU REPORTER

SANCTUARY OF SERVICEMEN 1960's
underground newspaper
Best file: UH (microfilm, Underground Newspapers)
SANDWICH ISLAND GAZETTE AND JOURNAL OF COMMERCE July 30, 1836-July 27, 1839
Honolulu, Hawaii
First English language newspaper published in Hawaii
m.f. (complete?)

SANDWICH ISLAND MIRROR AND COMMERCIAL GAZETTE Aug. 15, 1839-July 15, 1840
Honolulu, Hawaii
Prospectus says paper to be a monthly, in interests of commerce and agriculture. Started because Sandwich Islands Gazette and Journal of Commerce had been discontinued.
m.f. (incomplete)

SANDWICH ISLAND NEWS Sept. 2, 1846-April 14, 1849
Honolulu, Hawaii
Not issued: Aug. 25-Nov. 4, 1847
m.f. (incomplete)

SATURDAY PRESS Sept. 4, 1880-Aug. 29, 1885
Honolulu, Hawaii
m.f. (incomplete)

SATURDAY REVIEW ca. 1884-1885
no holdings found

SEARCHLIGHT ca. 1899
no holdings found

SEMI-WEEKLY STAR-BULLETIN Jan. 3, 1913-Sept. 18, 1925
Honolulu, Hawaii: Honolulu Star-Bulletin
semi-weekly
"In which is combined the Hawaiian Star, established 1893, and the Evening Bulletin, established 1882. Issued Daily and Semi-Weekly by Honolulu Star-Bulletin."
Content differs from daily Star-Bulletin.
Best file: AH (complete?)

SIDELIGHT ca. 1902-1903
Hilo, Hawaii
no holdings found

THE SPIRIT OF ALOHA (Exclude - special)

THE SPOKESMAN Jan. 26-Nov. 4, 1902
Honolulu, Hawaii
Best file: HHS (Jan. 26-Nov. 4, 1902, issues msg.)

STAR - see HAWAIIAN STAR

STAR-BULLETIN - see HONOLULU STAR-BULLETIN
Kailua, Hawaii
Continues: COAST AND VALLEY SUBURBANITE
Continued by: HAWAII PRESS SUBURBAN ED.
Best file: UH (complete?)

THE SUBURBAN PRESS Nov. 15, 1967-Dec. 29, 1971
Kailua, Hawaii: Community Press Newspapers
Continues: HAWAII PRESS; SUBURBAN ED.
Continued by: SUBURBAN SUN PRESS
Best file: UH (complete?)

THE SUBURBAN SUN PRESS Feb. 2-Sept. 6/12, 1972
Kailua, Hawaii: Community Publications
Formed by the merger of THE SUBURBAN PRESS and EAST SUN SHOPPER
Best file: UH (complete, lacks 3 issues)

SUBURBANITE 1961
Honolulu, Hawaii: Stewart Fern
no holdings found

THE SUN Sept. 14, 1977
Kaneohe, Hawaii: Community Publications
"Reaching from Hawaii Kai to St. Louis Heights every week"
Best file: HSL (Sept. 14, 1977)

SUN PRESS Jan. 16/22-Mar. 6/12, 1974
Kaneohe, Hawaii: Community Publications
Title varies slightly
Formed by the merger of KAHALA SUN PRESS and AINA HAINA-NIU VALLEY SUN PRESS
Best file: UH (complete?)

THE SUN PRESS DOWNTOWNER June 23, 1975-May 10, 1976
Kaneohe, Hawaii: Community Publications
Running title: Downtowner
Best file: HSL (complete?)

SUNDAY ADVERTISER -July 1, 1962
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaiian Gazette Co. Ltd.
m.f. (complete?)

SUNDAY BULLETIN - see EVENING BULLETIN

SUNDAY EAGLE ca. 1898
no holdings found
SUNDAY PRESS Aug. 4, 1963
Honolulu, Hawaii: The Press Newspapers, Inc.
Issued once during the Honolulu newspaper strike.
Best file: UH (Aug. 4, 1963)

SUNDAY VOLCANO Feb. 12, 1899-Dec. 15, 1901
Honolulu, Hawaii
Best file: HHS (Feb. 12, 1899-Dec. 15, 1901, issues msg.)

SURPRIDERS OF WAIKIKI June 1934
Honolulu, Hawaii

TEMPERANCE ADVOCATE Jan. 1843
Honolulu, Hawaii: Board of Hawaiian Evangelical Association
Continued by: TEMPERANCE ADVOCATE, AND SEAMEN'S FRIEND
Best file: UH (complete)

TEMPERANCE ADVOCATE, AND SEAMEN'S FRIEND Feb-Dec. 1843
Honolulu, Hawaii: Board of Hawaiian Evangelical Association
Continues: TEMPERANCE ADVOCATE
Continued by: FRIEND, OF TEMPERANCE AND SEAMEN
Best file: UH (complete)

THAT OTHER PAPER Feb. 1, 1969-Nov. 1, 1970
Kaneohe, Hawaii
semi-monthly
Continues: COMMON SENSE
Continued by: HAWAII NEWS-PRESS
Best file: UH (lacks 1 issue)

THIS WEEK OAHU
Honolulu, Hawaii: Visitor Publications
Continues: THIS WEEK ON OAHU
Best file: UH

THIS WEEK IN HAWAII Sept. 7/13, 1929-Sept. 5, 1930
Honolulu, Hawaii: C.R. Hogue
Continued by: WHAT TO DO AND SEE THIS WEEK IN HAWAII
Best file: AH (complete)

THIS WEEK ON OAHU 1966-1981?
Honolulu, Hawaii: Visitor Publications
"Maps, dining, entertainment, shopping." Free.
Continued by: THIS WEEK OAHU

THE TIME Apr. 27, 1895-Jan. 4, 1896
Honolulu, Hawaii
Best file: HHS (complete?)

TIMES ca. 1920
Wailuku, Maui
No holdings found
TIMES ca. 1935
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

TODAY'S NEWS 1912-1918
Hilo, Hawaii
Incorporated by DAILY POST-HERALD on Dec. 3, 1917
Best file: BM (Aug. 8-10, 1912, 3 issues)

THE TOURIST ca. 1903
no holdings found

TRADE WINDS 1946
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

TRANS-PACIFIC TRADE 1907
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

TRIBUNE - see HILO TRIBUNE

TROPIC TOPICS Oct. 5, 1912-Jan. 3, 1914
Honolulu, Hawaii
Best file: HHS (complete?)

TROPIC TOPICS Nov. 1954-June 1955
Honolulu, Hawaii
"Official publication of the Honolulu Junior Chamber of Commerce."
Best file: UH (complete)

TROPIC TOPICS Nov. 1970
Honolulu, Hawaii: Honolulu Jaycees
v.1, no. 1 (July 19, 1971). Continues v.50, no. 1 [July 12, 1971],

UNIVERSE SUN 1972-1975?
Lahaina?, Maui
Editor and publisher, 1972- Steve Omar
Cf. Maui Reporter, July 21, 1982
no holdings found
but previous issues unnumbered.

Wailuku, Maui: Valley Isle Publishers
semi-monthly
Free, but important paper historically. Involved with
the political careers of Kathy Hoshiyo and Wayne Nishiki.
Best file: UH (complete?)
VARISITY VICTORY VOLUNTEER June 6, 1942-Jan. 23, 1943
[n.p.]
Continues: THE VOLUNTEER
Best file: UH (complete)

VICTORY Apr. 22, 1942
Honolulu, Hawaii: [R.A. Bishop]
Continues: HERALD
"Formerly The Herald, a scurrilous little leaflet devoted to sabotage of, and spreading rumours about punks Hitler, Toji, all Fascists!"
Best file: UH (Apr. 22, 1942)
DLC has holdings

VOICE OF BUSINESS (Exclude - special)

THE VOICE OF EAST OAHU Nov. 20, 1958-Mar. 20, 1959
Honolulu, Hawaii: C-D, Inc.
Continued by: KOKO HEAD TRIBUNE?
Best file: UH (complete)

THE VOICE OF THE NATION Jan. 20, 1890
Honolulu, Hawaii
Continued by: KA LEO O KA LAHUI (English)
Best file: BM (1st issue)

VOLCANO ca. 1902
no holdings found

THE VOLCANO GAZETTE May 1975-
Volcano, Hawaii: Volcano Art Center
"An independent journal of the arts, from Volcano, Island of Hawaii."
Best file: UH (complete to date)

VOLCANO LETTER (Exclude - special)

THE VOLUNTEER May 16-30, 1942
[n.p.]
Continues by: VARSITY VICTORY VOLUNTEER
Best file: UH (complete)

Wahiawa, Oahu: Wahiawa Community Association
Title varies slightly
Best file: UH (scattered)
WAHIWA NEWS 1949
Wahiawa: W.A. Schiller
bi-weekly
Free
no holdings found

THE WAHIWA PRESS 1959-Jan. 5, 1972
Kailua, Hawaii: Community Press Newspapers
Merged with LEEWARD PRESS to become LEEWARD AND WAHIWA SUN PRESS
Best file: UH (Dec. 1964-Jan. 5, 1972, a few issues msg.)

WAHIWA RURAL NEWS 1957
Wahiawa, Oahu
bi-monthly
no holdings found

WAHIWA SUN PRESS -June 8, 1977
(Publisher?)
Continues in part: LEEWARD AND WAHIWA SUN PRESS
Continued by: CENTRAL SUN PRESS

WAIANAE BULLETIN 1961
Waianae, Oahu
no holdings found

WAIANAE SUN-TIMES 1979
Kamehameha, Hawaii: Sun Press
Best file: HSL (May 1982-date, issues msg.)

WAIKIKI Mar. 1934
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

WAIKIKI BEACH PRESS July 26, 1955-
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Press Newspapers
weekly July 26, 1955-Apr. 30, 1957
semi-weekly May 6, 1957-
Issues for 1957-1959 include Neighbor Island Visitors News
Best file: UH (complete?)

WAIKIKI CHRONICLE Mar. 31-June 10, 1948
Merged with KAIMUKI CHRONICLE to form KAIMUKI WAIKIKI CHRONICLE
Best file: UH (complete)

WAIKIKI-KAIMUKI CHRONICLE July 28-Dec. 23, 1948
Continues: KAIMUKI WAIKIKI CHRONICLE
(Continues also Waikiki Chronicle?)
Continued by: KAIMUKI WAIKIKI CHRONICLE
Best file: UH (complete)
WAIKIKI NEWS 1936
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

WAIKIKI PICTORIAL NEWS 1936
Honolulu, Hawaii
same as WAIKIKI NEWS?
no holdings found

WAIKIKI VISITOR 1966
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

WAIKIKI WEEKLY 1936
Honolulu, Hawaii
same as WAIKIKI NEWS?
no holdings found

WAIKIKI WEEKLY 1937
Honolulu, Hawaii
(same editor as Waikiki News, Waikiki Pictorial News and Waikiki Weekly)
no holdings found

WAIMA MERCURY Apr. 30, 1976-Dec. [i.e., Feb.], 1977
Hilo, Hawaii: Balloon Spinnaker Press
semi-monthly
Continued by: THE MERCURY
Best file: UN (complete?)

THE WAIPAHU LEADER Apr. 1-29, 1970
Honolulu, Hawaii: The Hawaii Hoichi
bi-weekly
Free
Continued by: THE LEADER
Best file: BM (complete, 3 issues)

WAIPAHU SUN NEWS 1982?1 1560
Kaneohe, Hawaii
Best file: HSL (Feb. 10, 1982-date, issues msg.)

THE WEEKLY ARGUS Jan. 14, 1852-Sept. 28, 1853
Honolulu, Hawaii
Not issued July 28-Sept. 29, 1852
Associated with A. Fornander
Continued by: NEW ERA AND WEEKLY ARGUS
m.f. (complete)

WEEKLY SNOOPER
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found
WEEKLY STAR 1894
Honolulu, Hawaii
w
no holdings found

WEEKLY TIMES June 4, 1925-Dec. 31, 1928
Honolulu, Hawaii
Continued by: HONOLULU TIMES
Best file: AH (Nov. 20, 1926; Oct. 8, Dec. 10, 1927; Jan. 7-Dec. 31, 1928)

WEEKLY TIMES 1913
Wailuku, Maui
Best file: AH (Mar. 27, 1913; Jan. 1, 1914)

WELA KA HAO (Exclude - special)

WEST & CENTRAL SUN SHOPPERS (Exclude - shopping guide)

WEST HAWAII NEWS: Combined with THE EIG ISLANDER, Covering All of
West Hawaii and Honokaa -May 20, 1953
Keauhou, Hawaii
semimonthly
Best file: UH (May 7, 1952-May 29, 1953, lack 1 issue)

WEST HAWAII TODAY July 31, 1968-
Kainalu, Hawaii
Frequency varies
Continues: KONA WEEKLY HERALD
Best file: HSL (Feb. 1973-date, issues msg.)
m.f. (UHH 1975-1979)

WHAT TO DO & SEE THIS WEEK IN HAWAII -Mar. 7, 1930 (Exclude -
tourist)

WIKI WIKI TRADER 1963
Hauula, Oahu
bi-weekly
no holdings found

WINDWARD LIVING Nov. 1953-June 1955
Lanikai, Oahu
m
Best file: UH (Nov. 1953-June 1955, lack 1 issue)

WINDWARD NEWS -Nov. 3, 1950
Lanikai, Oahu
w

THE WINDWARD PRESS June 21-28, 1951
Kailua, Oahu
w
Best file: UH (complete 2 issues)

WINDWARD (OAHU) REPORTER Feb. 15, 1951-Apr. 13, 1960
Kailua, Oahu
w
Best file: UH (Feb. 15, 1951-Apr. 13, 1960, issues msg.)

WINDWARD SHOPPER (Exclude - ads only)
WINDWARD SUN PRESS
Kailua, Hawaii: Community Publications

Formed by the merger of THE PALI PRESS (or maybe HAWAII PRESS: PALI ED.)
and WINDWARD SUN SHOPPER
Best file: HSL (Feb. 1972-date)

THE WINDWORD Aug. 15, 1974-Apr. 20, 1978
Kailua, Hawaii: General Communications Corp.
bi-weekly
Best file: UH (complete)

WORKING TOGETHER 1973-1978
Honolulu, Hawaii: "Third Arm"

"Monthly Chinatown News"
Best file: HSL (1973-1978)

YYYYY

YOU BET 1919
Pukoo, Molokai
monthly 1919
weekly
no more published
Best file: HMCS (Mar. 13-July 10, 1920 [weekly])

YOUNG HAWAII 1969
Honolulu, Hawaii: Trade Publishing Co.
semi-monthly
(There was Young Hawaii in 1946-1949 and 1968 in magazine format)
CHINESE NEWSPAPERS

CH'I CHIH PAO 1909-1910
Honolulu, Hawaii: Chinese Newspaper and Publishing Co.
tri-weekly
"Instruction News." Liberal element of Hing Chung Wui,
pro-Sun Yat Sen. Cf. Glick.
no holdings found

CHUNG HUA HSIN PAO = UNITED CHINESE PRESS Aug. 16, 1951-
Honolulu, Hawaii: United Chinese Press Ltd.
Continues: CHUNG HUA KUNG PAO= UNITED CHINESE NEWS
Only Chinese language newspaper being published in 1983.
Best file: AH (Aug. 16, 1951-date); UH (complete?)

CHUNG HUA KUNG PAO = UNITED CHINESE NEWS 1928-June 29?, 1951
Honolulu, Hawaii
tri-weekly -1941
daily 1942-1951
Not issued June 30-Aug. 15, 1951
Continued by: CHUNG HUA HSIN PAO
Pro-Chiang Kai Shek. Cf. Glick.
Best file: AH (June 24, 1933-1936, 1938-June 29?, 1951)

GO SHIN BO (Exclude - see note below)
A surname society, sometimes referred to as the Four Brothers'
Society because it combined four surnames. The society was
organized in 1919, unlikely that it would publish a newspaper.
This publication was probably a special issue. Cf. Glick.

HAWAII CHINESE JOURNAL Nov. 12, 1937-Dec. 31, 1957
Honolulu, Hawaii: Chinese Journal Ltd.
"The voice of 30,000 Chinese"
Continued by: HAWAII CHINESE WEEKLY
m.f. (complete?)

HAWAII CHINESE NEWS 1926-1933
Honolulu, Hawaii
Title varies: T'AN HUA HSIN PAO
Chinese and English
m.f. (Apr. 23-Dec. 31, 1926; Jan. 6-Dec. 30, 1930; Mar. 13, 1931)

HAWAII CHINESE WEEKLY July 3, 1958-Nov. 16, 1959
Honolulu, Hawaii
weekly July 3, 1958-Feb. 5, 1959
bi-weekly Feb. 19-Nov. 16, 1959
Monthly magazine suppl. with title Pacifica published with issues for
Continues: HAWAII CHINESE JOURNAL
Best file: UH (complete?)

HON MUN BO May 6, 1911-1929
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hon Mun Bo Co. Ltd.
tri-weekly
"Han People News." With Hoong Moon societies,
pro-Mongol emperors, anti-Manchu. Cf. Glick.
no holdings found
HONOLULU CHINESE TIMES Nov. 1927
Honolulu, Hawaii

no holdings found

HOP SUNG SHIN BO ca. 1909
no holdings found

HSIN CHUNG-KUO JIH PAO = NEW CHINA DAILY PRESS Mar. 20, 1941-
Honolulu, Hawaii: Sun Chung Kwock Bo Ltd.
d
Continues: HSIN CHUNG KUO PAO
m.f. (Mar. 20, 1941-May 3, 1978)

HSIN CHUNG-KUO PAO = NEW CHINA PRESS June 1900-Mar. 13, 1941
Honolulu, Hawaii: Sun Chung Kwock Bo Ltd.
semi-weekly 1900-1902
tri-weekly 1902
-Mar. 1941 New China News
pro-constitutional monarchy party (Bow Wong Wui, later Hin Jing Dong),
anti-Sun Yat Sen. Cf. Glick.
m.f. (Sept. 10, 1901-Mar. 13, 1941, incomplete)

HUA HSING PAO 1909-1923
Honolulu, Hawaii
bi-weekly (semi-weekly?)
Pro-Yuan Shih-kai; pro-northern governments; intermediate between
Kuomintang and Hin Jing Dong papers. Cf. Glick.
no holdings found

KAI MING BO 1905 (CH'I MING PAO?)
Honolulu, Hawaii
Glick.
no holdings found

LI CHI PAO 1893-1900
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

MIN SHENG JIH PAO Jan. 4, 1908-1909
Honolulu, Hawaii
d
Glick.
no holdings found

ORIENTAL TRIBUNE 1936
Honolulu, Hawaii
In English with Chinese slant, as editor and writers are Chinese.
Best file: AH (Feb. 28, 1936)

PACIFIC HERALD 1928?-1942?
Honolulu, Hawaii
semi-weekly
Chinese and English
no holdings found
SHIMBO ca. 1942-1943
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Shimpo Sha
in Chinese, "Chinese interests"
no holdings found

SUN WAN YAT BO ca. 1903
Hilo, Hawaii
no holdings found

T'AN SHAN HSIN PAO 1881-1883
Honolulu, Hawaii
frequency varied
Title varied: Lung Chi Pao
Lung Chi Hsin Pao
The first Chinese newspaper in Hawaii. Began as a literary paper.
Sun Yat Sen urged change to political paper. In 1890's
pro-Sun Yat Sen. Cf. Glick.
no holdings found

T'AN SHAN HSIN PAO LUNG CHI 1883-1907
Title varies: Ling Chi Pao
Lung Chi Hsin Pao
Organ of Hsing Chung Hui ("Revive China Society") and
includes some writings by Sun Yat Sen.
Best file: AH (Apr. 13, 1889). AH also holds a possible
fragment of another issue of this paper.

TZU YU HSIN PAO = LIBERTY NEWS 1908-1946?
Honolulu, Hawaii: Chee Yow Shin Bo Co., Ltd.
tri-weekly; daily Jan. 1, 1943
An organ newspaper of the T'ung Men Hui (pro-Sun Yat Sen)
and later the Kuomintang. Cf. Lo.
Best file: AH (Jan. 1, 5, Feb. 2, 1940
Feb. 7, 1942, 1943, Jan. 1, 1944)

WAH HA BO 1895-1900? (HUA HSIA PAO?)
Honolulu, Hawaii
"Chinese Chronicle." Christian Chinese, literary, non-political.
Cf. Glick. May have included translations from The Friend.
no holdings found

XIN FENG 1980-1981
Honolulu, Hawaii: Chinese Community Service Association
English and Chinese

T'an shan jih pao.
(Honolulu Chinese Press)
AH holds: Sept. 11, Nov. 11, 1995
ANG BANAGBANAG = THE DAWN 1938
Honolulu, Hawaii: Visayan Association of Hawaii
no more published
no holdings found

ANG BAGONG LIWANAG May 1, 1913
in English, Tagalog and Visayan
no more published
no holdings found

TI BANNAWAG 1930
Hilo, Hawaii: Sung Hyun Cha
Regino R. Lucero
weekly 1930
semi-monthly 1936
no more published
no holdings found

ANG BANTAY 1923
Honolulu, Hawaii
no more published
no holdings found

ANG BAYAN ca. 1919
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaiian Evangelical Association
bi-monthly
Tagalog, Visayan and English
Filipino counterpart of THE FRIEND
no more published
no holdings found

COMMONWEALTH CHRONICLE Jan. 4-Nov. 7, 1936
in m.f. held by Univ. of Washington. Cf. OCLC 9857124.

FILAMERICAN (Exclude - magazine)

FILAMERICAN 1939
Honolulu, Hawaii
bi-monthly
no more published
no holdings found

FILAMERICAN TRIBUNE - see HAWAII'S FILAMERICAN TRIBUNE

FILIPINO ADVERTISER 1930
Honolulu, Hawaii: Angco Company, Ltd.
no more published
no holdings found

FILIPINO BULLETIN 1933
Honolulu, Hawaii: W.F. Ahana, Jr.
semi-monthly
no more published
no holdings found
PILIPINO CHRONICLE 1932-1937?
Honolulu, Hawaii
Continued by: PHILIPPINE COMMONWEALTH CHRONICLE
no holdings found

PILIPINO COMMUNITY NEWS ca. 1975
no holdings found

PILIPINO HERALD 1930–
Honolulu, Hawaii: Malayan Publishing Co.
no holdings found

THE PILIPINO HERALD OF HAWAII Mar. 16–Nov. 1, 1962
Honolulu, Hawaii: Filipino Herald, Inc.
semi-monthly
15 issues only
Text chiefly in English with small section in Ilocano.
Best file: UH (May 15 & 30, 1962)

Lihue, Kauai: Filipino News Ltd.
"Hawaii's Territorial Filipino Newspaper"
Continues: KAUAI PILIPINO NEWS

PILIPINO OUTLOOK (Exclude - magazine)

PILIPINO PEOPLE ca. 1919
Hilo, Hawaii
semi-weekly
no more published
no holdings found

HAWAII PILIPINO AMERICAN TRIBUNE ca. 1950
no more published
no holdings found

HAWAII PILIPINO HERALD 1930
Hilo, Hawaii
no more published
no holdings found

HAWAII PILIPINO NEWS 1937–1942?
Honolulu, Hawaii
Best file: AH (Dec. 30, 1937–Apr. 24, 1941)

HAWAII PILIPINO NEWS Mar. 1, 1977
Honolulu, Hawaii: HPN Corp.
semi-monthly
Best file: UH (complete to date)

HAWAII PILIPINO NEWS Sept. 22, 1945?
Hilo, Hawaii
Published weekly as a section of THE HAWAII PRESS.
In Ilocano, Tagalog & Visayan. Microfilmed with THE HAWAII PRESS.
m.f. (Sept. 11, 1945; 1946, 1947)
HAWAII ISLAND ca. 1938
semi-monthly
no more published
no holdings found

HAWAII-PHILIPPINE NEWS 1932?-1937?
Honolulu, Hawaii
same as HAWAII FILIPINO NEWS (1932)?
no holdings found

HAWAIIAN REPORTER (FILIPINO ED.) June 18, 1959-March 16, 1961
Honolulu, Hawaii
English and Filipino
Emphasized labor news

HAWAII'S FILAMERICAN TRIBUNE 1951?-Dec. 12, 1955
Honolulu, Hawaii: Filamerican Tribune Ltd.
English and Filipino
Best file: UH (Apr. 27, 1951-Dec. 12, 1955, issues msg.)

INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN HERALD Apr. 1941
Honolulu, Hawaii
"Official organ of the International Christian Church & Bible School"
no more published

ANG KATOTOHANAN 1931
Honolulu, Hawaii
no more published
no holdings found

KAUAI FILIPINO NEWS 1931-1954?
Lihue, Kauai: Garden Island Publishing Co.
Ilocano
Continued by: FILIPINO NEWS

KAUAI MANGITURONG ca. 1938
no more published
no holdings found

LIBERTAD 1947
Honolulu, Hawaii
no more published
no holdings found

TI LING-ET ca. 1923
Honolulu, Hawaii
no more published
no holdings found
ANG MAGBABALITA 1938
Honolulu, Hawaii
bi-monthly
no more published
no holdings found

MANGITANDODO ca. 1938
Kauai
w
no more published
no holdings found

TI MANAGSERVI 1941
Kahului, Maui
m
no more published
Best file: AH (Nov. 1941)

TI MANGITURONG 1940–1941
Wailuku, Maui
m
English and Filipino
Best file: AH (May 1940; Apr, June–Nov. 1941)

TI MANGYUNA 1949–July 7, 1958
Honolulu, Hawaii: Honolulu Record Publishing Co.
bi-weekly
Not published Apr. 11–June 17, 1957
Best file: UH (Feb. 6, 1952–July 7, 1958)

MAUI FILIPINO NEWS ca. 1930's
Wailuku, Maui
semi-monthly
no more published
no holdings found

MONCADO AND HIS MISSION BULLETIN 1955–1957
Honolulu, Hawaii: Supreme Council of Equi Frili Brium Students
Private Collection, UH

NAIMBAG-A-NAKEM ca. 1941
on newsprint, borderline magazine
Best file: AH (Feb. 1941)

English and Filipino
Continued by: THE NEW PCST
Best file: UH (complete?)

NEW PACIFIC HORIZONS 1971
Kahului, Maui
m
"Published monthly as a community service project
of the Filipino Cultural Club."
English, some Filipino
Best file: MCC (4 issues); more in private holdings
THE NEW POST Nov. 1/15, 1948-June 15/30, 1949
English and Filipino
Continues: THE NEW PHILIPPINES
Best file: UH (Nov. 1/15, 1948-Jan. 15/30, 1949, lacks 4 issues)

NOW IS THE TIME Apr. 16-June 1, 1953
Wailuku Maui
semi-monthly
English and Ilocano
Religious (cf. Filipinos' 75th)
no more published
Best file: AH (Apr. 16, 1953)
UH (June 1, 1953)

m (frequency varies)
June 1967- includes Filipino Chamber of Commerce news supplement

Honolulu, Hawaii
semi-monthly
Best file: UH (Feb. 10-Nov. 25, 1976, issues msg.)

PACIFIC POST NEWS 1962
m
"The only Filipino newspaper in Hawaii"
Best file: HSL (May 1, 1964)

PAHAYAG Dec. 1972-Mar/Apr. 1977
Honolulu, Hawaii
m
"Published by...concerned Filipinos and Americans in Hawaii... alarmed at the future of the Philippines under Marcos."
Best file: UH (complete)

PHILIPPINE-AMERICAN PRESS Apr-May 1960
Honolulu, Hawaii: Philippine-American Goodwill Foundation
m
"Organ of the 69,000 Filipinos in Alohaland."
Best file: UH (Apr. 15, 1960)

PHILIPPINE-AMERICAN PRESS 1966-1969?
same as PHILIPPINE-AMERICAN PRESS (1960)?
Best file: HSL (June 15/30, 1966-Sept. 13, 1969, scattered)

PHILIPPINE COMMONWEALTH CHRONICLE 1931-1946?
Honolulu, Hawaii: Philippine Liberty Press
m (irregular)
English and Filipino
Continues: FILIPINO CHRONICLE
Best file: AH (Feb. 19-Dec. 17, 1938, issues msg.)
m.f. held by Univ. of Washington. Cf. OCLC 9857124.
PHILIPPINE-HAWAII DEFENDER  ca. 1923
Honolulu, Hawaii
no more published
no holdings found

PHILIPPINE NEWS EXAMINER  1939
Honolulu, Hawaii
bi-monthly
no more published
no holdings found

PHILIPPINE PRESS  ca. 1934
Hilo, Hawaii: Philippine Press
bi-weekly
English and Ilocano
"A magazine in English and Filipino languages. The best paper of
its kind in Hawaii." Has a cover. 1 of UH's 2 issues is in
newsprint.
Best file: UH (Jan. 15, Feb. 15, 1934)

PHILIPPINE PROGRESS  1931
Honolulu, Hawaii
no more published
no holdings found

PHILIPPINES COMMONWEALTH OUTLOOK  (Exclude - magazine)

PHILIPPINES-HAWAII OBSERVER  1923
Honolulu, Hawaii: Benito P. Padilla
no holdings found

PHILIPPINES JOURNAL  (Exclude - magazine)

PHILIPPINES NEWS-TRIBUNE  1929
Honolulu, Hawaii: P.T. Gorospe
bi-weekly Dec. 30, 1947 weekly - Dec. 11, 1947
English and Ilocano
m.f. (WAU, holdings unknown)

PILIPINO PROGRESS Sept. 10-Dec. 31, 1965
Pearl City, Hawaii: Pearl City Pub. Co. Inc.
no more published
"The Only Bi-Lingual English-Ilocano Weekly in the State of Hawaii"
Best file: UH (complete?)

TI PROGRESSIBO  1980
Honolulu, Hawaii: Union of Democratic Filipinos (KDP)
v. 1: "Newsletter of the Union of Democratic Filipinos (KDP)"
v. 3: "Progressive News Analysis for Hawaii's Filipino Community"
frequency varies
Best file: HSL (Feb. 1980-Jan/Apr. 1983, issues msg.)

RIZAL JOURNAL  (Exclude - magazine)
ANG SANDATA = THE SWORD 1913
Hilo, Hawaii
English and Tagalog
no more published
no holdings found

TI SILAW = THE LIGHT 1924-1942
Honolulu, Hawaii
English and Filipino
Best file: AH (June 17, 1937-May 27, 1942, scattered)

TI TIMEK TI VIBORA LUVIMINDA 1938-
Wailuku, Maui: Vibora Luviminda
union paper (per Alcantara)
Best file: AH (Oct. 5, 1938)

THE TRUTH June 15-Oct. 7, 1949
Honolulu, Hawaii
English and Ilocano
"Sponsored by 28 sugar and stevedoring companies for the
thousands of employees who depend upon them for a living."
Best file: UH (complete)

TULONG (Exclude - magazine)

THE UNION 1932
Honolulu, Hawaii
English and Filipino
"The Voice of the Working Man in Hawaii"
Best file: AH (Oct. 15, 1932, not catalogued)

WAGAYWAY (Exclude - magazine)
AIYU
Honolulu, Hawaii
Continues: KYOHO
Continued by: MAKIKI KYOHO
no holdings found

ALOHA July 15, 1893
w
no holdings found

ALOHA NEWS Apr. 14, 1912
Honolulu, Hawaii
Broadside. Special issues, published hourly by
Hawaii Shinpo in commemoration of its 5000th issue.
Best file: AH (Apr. 14, 1912)

ALOHA SHINBUN 1905
Honolulu, Hawaii?
d
no holdings found

ANASAGASHI 1897
Honolulu, Hawaii
w
no holdings found

AUTOMOBILE (Exclude - special)

THE BOY (Exclude?)
"Published for Hawaiian-Japanese boys"
Continued by: THE NEW AMERICANS
Best file: UH

BUDDHIST CHILD - see KYODAN JIHO

Honolulu, Hawaii
m
English and Japanese

COMMERCIAL TIMES - see SHOGYO JIHO

DAI NIPPON ca. 1899
Honolulu, Hawaii
w
no holdings found

DAINI JUSEI KI - see TWENTIETH CENTURY

THE DOBO Sept. 1900-Dec. 1941
Honolulu, Hawaii: Young Men's Buddhist Association
m
Japanese 1900-1924
Japanese and English 1924
Best file: UH (Jan. 1939-Dec. 1941, lack 4 issues)
DOCK BULLETIN  Jan. 23, 1941
Honolulu, Hawaii
bi-weekly
"Official organ of Local 1-37, International Longshoremen's
and Warehousemen's Union."
English and Japanese
Best file:  UH  (Jan. 23, 1941, 1 issue)

EAST-WEST JOURNAL  Oct. 1, 1976-
Honolulu, Hawaii:  East-West Journal Corp.
Semi-monthly  1977
Monthly  Oct-Dec.  1976
Japanese
"For the Japanese community in Hawaii."
Best file:  UH  (complete to date)

FASHIONED TIMES  1924
Honolulu, Hawaii
m
no holdings found

GAKUEN  ca. 1941
Waipahu, Oahu:  Waipahu Young Buddhists' Association
Japanese and English
Best file:  AH  (June 6, 1941, 1 issue)

GYOSHO  1914
Honolulu, Hawaii
w
Japanese
no holdings found

HAWAII ASAHI SHINBUN  1913-1928?
Hilo, Hawaii
frequency varied
semi-official organ of Hongwanji sect in Hilo
no holdings found

HAWAII BUNEN  1941
Honolulu, Hawaii
m
Japanese
m.f.  (Oct. 18, Nov. 18, 1941)

HAWAII CHOHO  1917
Honolulu, Hawaii
d
Japanese
Continued by:  HAWAII NIPPO
no holdings found

HAWAII CHRISTIAN TIMES  1941
Honolulu, Hawaii:  Hawaii Japanese Christian Church Alliance,
       Nuuanu YMCA
bi-monthly
no holdings found

HAWAII COMMERCIAL NEWS  1922
Honolulu, Hawaii:  Hawaii Benri Sha
m
English and Hawaiian?
no holdings found
HAWAII DAILY NEWS 1952
Honolulu, Hawaii
d
no holdings found

Honolulu, Hawaii: F.K. Makino
d
English and Japanese
Continues: HAWAII HOCHI (1912)
Continued by: HAWAII HOCHI (1952)
m.f. (complete?)

Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Hochi Ltd.
w (frequency varies slightly)
Best file: UH (complete?)

THE HAWAII HERALD May 16, 1980-
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Hochi
semi-monthly
English
"A journal for Hawaii's Japanese Americans."
Continues: HAWAII HERALD (1969)
Best file: UH (complete to date)

HAWAII HILO SHINBUN — see HILO SHINPO

HAWAII HOCHI 1912-Oct. 22, 1942
Honolulu, Hawaii: F.K. Makino
d
English and Japanese
Not issued: Dec. 12, 1941-Jan. 8, 1942
Continued by: HAWAII HERALD (1942)
BM has 10th Anniversary (1927-1937) Victory Japanese Language
School Litigation, 1 vol. supplement to Hawaii Hochi
m.f. (complete?)

HAWAII HOCHI Jan. 11, 1952-
Honolulu, Hawaii: F.K. Makino
d
English and Japanese
Continues: HAWAII HERALD (1942)
m.f. (complete?)

HAWAII JIYU SHINBUN 1896-1905
Honolulu, Hawaii
Daily 1901-1905
Bi-weekly -1901
Japanese
title varied: Hinode Shinbun 1896
Shin Nippom 1897-1903
For period just before it was discontinued in 1905, this and
HAWAII SHINPO were issued by same management, this as afternoon ed.
no holdings found

HAWAII KEIZAI JIHO 1939
Honolulu, Hawaii
w
no holdings found
HAWAII MAINICHI 1912-1942
Hilo, Hawaii
d Japanese and English 1930-1942
Continues: HAWAII SHOKUNIN SHINBUN
Best file: AH (1934: July 23; 1941: Feb. 28-Apr. 28, Apr. 30-Dec. 8)

HAWAII MAINICHI SHINBUN 1952-1965
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Mainichi Shinbun Sha
w (frequency varies)
no more published

HAWAII MIKKYO 1941
Honolulu, Hawaii
m Japanese
Best file: AH (Mar, June, Oct. 1941, 3 issues)

HAWAII NICH NICH SHINBUN 1901-1914?
Honolulu, Hawaii
Daily 1903
Tri-weekly 1901-1903
title varied: Honolulu Shinbun 1901-1903
Japanese
Ceased publication in 1914, attempt to
revive in 1915 not successful. Cf. AC.
no holdings found

HAWAII NIPPO Oct. 21, 1916-1925
Honolulu, Hawaii
d Japanese
Continues: HAWAII CHOHO
no holdings found

HAWAII PACIFIC PRESS Aug. 1977
Honolulu, Hawaii
Okinawan interests
Best file: BM (complete to date, lack 2 issues)

HAWAII SHINBUN May 19, 1893
Honolulu, Hawaii
w magazine format
University of Tokyo has file.

HAWAII SHINBUN 1894-1895
Honolulu, Hawaii
w Japanese
Continues: HAWAII SHUHO?
Continued by: THE YAMATOC?
no holdings found

HAWAII SHINBUN - see HAWAII TIMES
HAWAII SHINPO 1894-1926
Honolulu, Hawaii
w (daily ca. 1900)
Japanese
the first Japanese daily in Hawaii (cf. Ebihara)
In 1907, paper sold to Mr. Sheba who, shortly afterward,
merged it with paper he already owned, HAWAII JIYU SHINBUN.
In 1910, Hawaii Shinpo Sha, a publishing company, formed.
S. Sheba was president, also editor and general manager of
HAWAII SHINPO.
Best file: BM (Mar. 22, 1908)

HAWAII SHOGYO (Exclude - magazine)

HAWAII SHOKUMIN SHINBUN 1909-1913?
Hilo, Hawaii
d
Continued by: HAWAII MAINICHI
Best file: UCLA (May 1909-Sept. 1913)

HAWAII SHUHO 1892-1894
Continues: NIPPON SHUHO?
Continued by: HAWAII SHINBUN?
no holdings found

HAWAII SHUHO - see HAWAII TIMES

HAWAII STAR Mar. 6, 1947-1952?
Honolulu, Hawaii
w
English and Japanese: Mar. 1947-Apr. 1948
Japanese only: May 1948-?
organized by ILWU
Best file: AH (Mar. 6, 1947-Nov. 16, 1952, issues msg.)

HAWAII SUNDAY NEWS Aug. 17, 1941
Honolulu, Hawaii
English and Japanese
From 1st issue: "In 1936 the Hawaii Shogyo Sha published a monthly
magazine in Hilo, Hawaii. Later the periodical was changed into
the form of a newspaper and now the same publication is ready
to make its reappearance as the Hawaii Sunday News."

HAWAII TIMES Nov. 2, 1942-
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Times
d
English and Japanese
Continues: NIPPU JIJII
m.f. (complete except for a few msg. issues and mutilated pages)

HAWAII TIMES 1914
Hilo, Hawaii
w
Japanese
no holdings found

HAWAII UNDO-KAI (Exclude - sports)
THE HAWAIIAN BUDDHIST - July 1941
Honolulu, Hawaii: English Dept., Honpa Hongwanji Mission of Honolulu frequency irregular.
Best file: UH (May 1940, July 1941, 2 issues)

HAWAIIAN JAPANESE DAILY CHRONICLE 1904-1915
Honolulu, Hawaii

Japanese
no holdings found

HIBANO 1932
Marxist periodical
no holdings found

HILO JIHO 1905-1907?
Hilo, Hawaii

Japanese
no holdings found

HILO SHINPO 1898-1912
Hilo, Hawaii
tri-weekly
no holdings found

HILO TIMES ca. 1955
Hilo, Hawaii
frequency varies
Japanese
Best file: UH (Jan. 1, 1973-?)

HINODE SHIMBUN ca. 1899
Honolulu, Hawaii
semi-weekly
Japanese
no holdings found

HINODE SHIMPO 1909
Hilo, Hawaii
tri-weekly
Japanese
no holdings

HONOLULU HOCI 1892 or 1893
Honolulu, Hawaii
?
Japanese
Probably only issued for a few weeks.
Merged with HAWAII SHUHO (later HAWAII TIMES)
no holdings found

HONOLULU NEWS 1902-1906
Honolulu, Hawaii
semi-weekly
Japanese
Best file: AH (July 31, 1902)
HONOLULU SHINBUN
UCLA has Mar. 3, 1903 issue

HYORON NO HYORON 1922
no holdings found

INOCHI 1897
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii Mii Church organ. paper (cf. Ebihara)
o no holdings found

JAPANESE HIGH SCHOOL TIMES ca. 1941
Japanese

JAPANESE WEEKLY NEWS - see NIPPON SHUHO

JISHAKAI 1924
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

JITSUGYO NO HAWAII Aug. 1911-Dec. 1941
Honolulu, Hawaii
frequency varied
Japanese and English
"Industrial Hawaii"
Began as magazine format, became newspaper from June 8, 1937
Best file: AH (Aug. 1913-Dec. 5, 1941; lack 1919-1932)

JIYU SHINBUN 1918
Kona, Hawaii
no holdings found

JUJIRO (Exclude - magazine)

JUKUSHIKI 1893
Honolulu, Hawaii
Japanese
"Nineteenth Century"
probably only issued for a few months
merged with HAWAII SHUHO (later HAWAII TIMES)
o no holdings found

KAINAN SHINPO ca. 1909
Hilo, Hawaii
no holdings found

KA'U SHUHO
Pahala, Ka'u, Hawaii
Japanese
no holdings found
KAUAI AMERICAN ca. 1935
Koloa, Kauai

Best file: AH (Mar. 16-Dec. 25, 1935)

KAUAI SHINPO 1904-1942
Lihue, Kauai

Japanese and English; Japanese 1920-1942
S. Sheba started the Garden Island in 1902 in two editions, English and Japanese. In 1904 the two editions became separate papers. In 1910 the Japanese version called KAUAI SHINPO.
Continues GARDEN ISLAND?
Best file: AH (Jan. 1, 1938-July 29, 1941, issues msg.)

KAUAI SHUHO 1905-1913
Lihue, Kauai

Japanese
no holdings found

KAWAZAN - see HAWAII SHINPO

KAZAN 1896
Honolulu, Hawaii
d
Japanese
editor was agent for Kobe Immigration Co.
Univ. of Tokyo has holdings

KAZAN 1914
Hilo, Hawaii
semi-weekly
anti-Japanese Labour Union
no holdings found

KOJYO June 25, 1939
Kealakekua, Kona, Hawaii: Daifuku Mission
Japanese and English
Best file: AH (June 25, 1939; Feb. 15, 1940)

KONA ECHO = KONA HANKYO Feb. 3, 1893-1941
Holualoa, Kona, Hawaii

Japanese and English
Supported language schools and early strikes. Cf. AC.
Best file: HHS (Mar. 27, 1897-Jan. 8, 1898, issues msg.)
AH (Jan. 1, 1938-June 27, 1941, issues msg.)

KONA SHUHO = KONA WEEKLY 1915-1920
Kealakekua, Kona, Hawaii: Kona Shuho Sha

Best file: BM (Mar. 15 and Nov. 15, 1917)

KOSEI OKINAWA = REBCRN OKINAWA Nov. 1947-Oct. 1948
Honolulu, Hawaii: Okinawa Relief and Rehabilitation Foundation frequency irregular
Japanese and English
Best file: UH (Nov. 1947-? vol. 1 only)
KWAZAN 1914
Hilo, Hawaii
semi-weekly
Japanese
"moral crusader" Cf. AC.
o no holdings found

KWAZAN (Honolulu) - see HAWAII SHINPO

KYODAN JIHO ca. 1941
Honolulu, Hawaii: Honpa Hongwanji Mission
Japanese and English
BUDDHIST CHILD was name of portion of paper for youth.
Best file: AH (Mar-Oct. 1941)

KYOHO ca. 1919
Honolulu, Hawaii
Continued by: AIYU
First of three predecessors of RAKUEN JIHO. Cf. AC
no holdings found

KYOKU 1924
Honolulu, Hawaii: Higashi Hongwanji Mission
no holdings found

THE LIGHT 1900-1902
Religious? Ed. was T. Okumura.
o no holdings found

MAIKIKI KYOHO
Continues: AIYU
Continued by: RAKUEN JIHO
no holdings found

MAUI HOCHI 1909
Wailuku, Maui
semi-weekly
Japanese
no holdings found

MAUI RECORD - see MAUI RECORD in English section

MAUI SHINBUN 1904-Dec. 5, 1941
Wailuku, Maui: Maui Publishing Co.
semi-weekly
Japanese
Best file: AH (Jan. 1938-Dec. 1941, issues msg.)

MAUI SHUKAN SHINBUN 1902
Wailuku, Maui
no holdings found

MONTHLY DOBO - see THE DOBO
THE NEW AMERICANS  Dec. 1916-June 1933
Honolulu, Hawaii
m (frequency varies)
early issues look like magazines, later like newspaper
To promote welfare of Hawaiian-born Americans of Japanese ancestry
advisory council made up primarily of Christian ministers. Cf. AC.
Continues: THE BOY
Best file: UH (Dec. 1916-June 1933, scattered)

NEWS  ca. 1903
Honolulu, Hawaii
tri-weekly
Japanese
no holdings found

NIPPON SHUHO 1892
Honolulu, Hawaii
w
Probably the first Japanese language publication in Hawaii. Cf. AC.
Best file: AH (Feb. 6, 1893)

NIPPU JIJI  Nov. 1, 1905-Oct. 31, 1942
Honolulu, Hawaii: Nippu Jiji Sha
δ
Suspended Dec. 10, 1941-Jan. 8, 1942
Continues: YAMATO SHINBUN
Continued by: HAWAII TIMES
Best file: m.f. ( -Oct. 31, 1942)
UCLA (1907-1941, 50-99% complete)

NISEI, IN HAWAII AND THE PACIFIC  (Exclude - magazine)

OAHU JIHO 1907
Waipahu, Oahu
Japanese
no holdings found

OOKALA SHUHO 1902?
Ookala, Hawaii
w
no holdings found

PARADISE TIMES - see RAKUEN JIHO

RAKUEN JIHO  Jan. 1919-Aug. 1939
Honolulu, Hawaii
monthly, later bi-monthly
Japanese
Best file: BM (Jan. 1919-Aug. 1939, issues msg.)

REBORN OKINAWA - see KOSEI OKINAWA

RODA SHINBUN 1904
Honolulu?, Hawaii
δ
Japanese
no holdings found
RODO SHINBUN 1903
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

SAKURA (Exclude - Japanese JCC)

SAKURA SHINBUN 1907
Hilo, Hawaii
d
Japanese
no holdings found

SANMITSU GEPPO
Honolulu, Hawaii: Shingon Mission
m
no holdings found

SHIN HAWAII 1918
Hilo, Hawaii
w
no holdings found

SHIN JIDAI 1931
Maui
w
Japanese
Okinawan interests
no holdings found

SHIN WIPPON 1901-1907 (Ebihara says beg. 1897)
Honolulu, Hawaii
w
Japanese
no holdings found

SHIN TEN CHI 1907
Honolulu?, Hawaii
semi-weekly
Japanese
no holdings found

SHO SHIMIN May 5, 1928
Hilo, Hawaii: Hawaii Mainichi Co., Ltd.
w
Japanese
no holdings found

SHOGYO JIHO (Exclude - magazine)

SHOKUMIN SHINBUN ca. 1909
Hilo, Hawaii
tri-weekly
Japanese
no holdings found

SHUKAN TAIMUSU = WEEKLY TIMES Apr. 3, 1959-Aug. 28, 1964
Honolulu, Hawaii
w (frequency varies)
Japanese

SPARK - see HIBANO
SUNDAY HOME 1926
Honolulu, Hawaii:
no holdings found

TAIHEIYO SHINBUN 1916
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

TAISHO TIMES 1924
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

THE TOMO ca. 1918
Honolulu, Hawaii: Japanese Ministers' Association
English and Japanese
Owned by the Board of Hawaiian Evangelical Association
Best file: HMCS (May 10, 1918)

THE TWENTIETH CENTURY = DAINIJUSEIKI 1894
Honolulu, Hawaii
tri-weekly
Japanese
no holdings found

VOLCANO - see KAZAN

WAIIKI BICHI PURESU 1971?
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Press Newspapers
semi-weekly
Description based on Jan. 1-18, 1981.
Japanese ed. of WAIKIKI BEACH PRESS but content differs.
Best file: UH (sample issues)

THE WEEKLY HAWAII SHINPO 1932
Honolulu, Hawaii
Japanese
Best file: AH (Mar. 8-Nov. 29, 1941)
BM (Nov. 27, 1937, Fifth Anniversary Edition)

WEEKLY TIMES - see SHUKAN TAIMUSU

THE YAMATO 1895-1896
Honolulu?, Hawaii
Japanese
Continues: HAWAII SHINBUN
Continued by: YAMATO SHINBUN
Best file: BM (1895-1896, some issues msg.)

YAMATO SHINBUN 1896-1906
Honolulu, Hawaii: Yamato Shinbun Shad
Continues: YAMATO
Continued by: NIPPU JIJI
(In OCLC, only entry for "Yamato" is this one)
m.f. (Jan. 4, 1904-Oct. 31, 1905)
UCLA (1896-1906, 50-99% complete); BM (1896-1904, issues msg.)
YAMATO SHINSHI 1892
Honolulu, Hawaii
tri-monthly
no holdings found

YOEN JIHO Feb. 2, 1921?-Apr. 39, 1970
Honolulu, Hawaii: Yoen Jiho Sha

Japanese
Continues: KOLOA TIMES?
"labor weekly" when published on Kauai. Cf. AC.
Best file: UH (1954-1970, issues msg.)
AMERICAN KOREAN 1932-1937
Honolulu, Hawaii: Young Korean Club
bi-weekly
no holdings found

AMERICAN KOREAN NEWS 1920-1922
Honolulu, Hawaii
Korean
Same editor and same est. date as KOREAN NATIONAL HERALD. Cf. AC.
no holdings found

BOHK DOHNG 1956 (Exclude as magazine?)
Honolulu, Hawaii: Korean Information and Educational Service of Hawaii
semi-monthly
Korean and English
"The magazine of Hawaii's Koreans"
Continued by: KOREAN BULLETIN OF HAWAII
Best file: UH (Mar. 14-June 25, 1956)

CHASIN PO Sept. 30, 1907-Jan. 1908
Makaweli, Kauai: Chaganghoe
Cf. McMillan
no holdings found

CH'INMOK HOEBO 1906-Apr. 1907
Ewa, Oahu
no holdings found

CHONHUNG HYOPHOE PO May 1908-March 1909
Honolulu, Hawaii: Chonhung Hyophoe
The Chonhung Hyophoe was an organization dedicated to the education
of its members and restoration of the Korean empire. Cf. McMillan.
no holdings found

CHUGAN TONGYANG SAENGHWAL = WEEKLY ORIENTAL LIFE IN HAWAII 1974
Honolulu, Hawaii
Korean and English
"Hawaii Korean News"
Best file: UH (June 1975-date)

HANIN HAPSONG SINBO = UNITED KOREAN NEWS Oct. 22, 1907-Jan. 25, 1909
Honolulu?, Hawaii
Sponsored by Hanin Hapsong Hyophoe, an organization of
no holdings found

HANIN KIDOKKOY PO [pre-World War II]
Honolulu, Hawaii
irregular
no holdings found
HANIN KYOHOE PO 1914-1940
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

HANIN SISA June 1905-Sept. 1906
Honolulu?, Hawaii
semi-monthly
Supported by the Methodist Church. Cf. McMillan.
no holdings found

HAN-MI PO May 12, 1920-Sept. 14, 1921
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

HAWAII KOREAN NEWS - see CHUGAN TONGYANG SAENGHWAL

HAWAII NEWS SERVICE Feb. 1952
Honolulu, Hawaii
Koreans in Hawaii
no more published?
Best file: UH (Feb. 1952, 1 issue)

HONOLULU SHIN MUN 1980
Honolulu, Hawaii
Best file: Korean Studies Center (in s.r. but cannot locate issues)

KOOK MIN BO = KOREAN NATIONAL HERALD 1923-Dec. 25, 1968
Honolulu, Hawaii: Kook Min Hur
Korean
anti-Syngman Rhee faction
note on UH card: Title romanized: Kungminbo
Best file: AH (Jan. 12, 1938-June 9, 1943, issues msg.)
UH (Jan. 21, 1942-May 1968, issues msg.)

KOREAN BULLETIN OF HAWAII (Exclude - magazine)

KOREAN CENTRAL DAILY NEWS 198-?
Honolulu, Hawaii
Korean
no holdings found

KOREAN HERALD PACIFIC WEEKLY - see KOREAN NAT'L HERALD & PACIFIC WEEKLY

KOREAN NATIONAL HERALD - see KOOK MIN BO

KOREAN NATIONAL HERALD AND PACIFIC WEEKLY 1942
Honolulu?, Hawaii
Korean and English?
Same as KOREAN PACIFIC WEEKLY NATIONAL HERALD?
Best file: UH (Jan. 28, 1942; Feb. 18, 1948)

KOREAN PACIFIC WEEKLY - see TAEPYONGYANG CHUBO

THE KOREAN TIMES AND HAN KOOK ILBO (Exclude - pub. in Korea)
KOREANS IN HAWAII NEWSLETTER ca. 1979 (Exclude?)
Honolulu, Hawaii: Korean Community Council
irregular
Best file: HSL (May & Oct. 1979, 6th & 7th ed.)

SIN HAN'GUK PO = United Korean Weekly Feb. 15, 1909-July 1913
Honolulu, Hawaii
Continued by: KUNGMIN PO (KOOK MIN BO)
Sponsored by Taehanin Kungminhoe, an organization uniting
no holdings found

SINJO SINMUN March 1904-April 1905
Honolulu, Hawaii
semi-monthly
Organ of Sinminhoe, first political association of Koreans
no holdings found

T'AEP'YONGYANG CHAPCHI = KOREAN PACIFIC MAGAZINE Sept. 1913-Dec. 1930
Exclude?
Honolulu?, Hawaii

Continued by: T'AEP'YONGYANG CHUBO

T'AEP'YONGYANG CHUBO = KOREAN PACIFIC WEEKLY 1932?-FEB. 6, 1970
Honolulu, Hawaii: Dongji Hoi
frequency varies
Korean and English?
publication suspended Dec. 7, 1941-? Cf. HSL m.f. note.
Pro-Syngman Rhee
Best file: UH (Nov. 10, 1945-Feb. 6, 1970, issues msg.)
HSL - m.f. (Jan. 15, 1938-Nov. 10, 1945, issues msg;

T'AEP'YONGYANG SISA 1918-Mar. 15, 1926
Honolulu?, Hawaii
no holdings found

TANSAN SIBO May 12, 1915-March 1926
Honolulu, Hawaii
bi-weekly
Variously described as having advocated "neutralism"
no holdings found

TONGNIP SINMUN July 1911
Honolulu, Hawaii
no holdings found

UNITED KOREAN NEWS 1910
Honolulu?, Hawaii: Korean National Association
no holdings found
YOUNG KOREA 1924-1931
Honolulu?, Hawaii
bi-weekly
same as AMERICAN KOREAN?
no holdings found
OTHER ETHNIC NEWSPAPERS

HAWAII-INDONESIA NEWS Mar-June 1971
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii-Indonesia Association
DLC has under OCLC 2515285

HAWAII JEWISH NEWS
Honolulu, Hawaii: Jewish Federation of Hawaii

"Hawaii Jewish News, a subscriber to The Jewish Telegraphic Agency"
Include? More a newsletter. UH has holdings

VIET-MY TAP-SAN (Exclude - magazine)
Honolulu, Hawaii: Vietnamese-American Association
English and Vietnamese
articles, fiction, poetry, announcements
Best file: HSL (Thang 5 Nâm 1973)
AMPERSAND 196-?
Honolulu, Hawaii: Alexander & Baldwin
Best file: UHH (summer 1976-date, issues msg.)

THE DISPATCHER (Hawaii Ed.) July 3, 1944-Dec. 3, 1945
Honolulu, Hawaii: ILWU
frequency irregular
"Official newspaper for the Hawaii locals of the International
Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union, CIO."
From editorial, Dec. 3, 1945, p. 2: "Following this issue the
mainland edition of the Dispatcher will be printed in Honolulu,
with a special section for Hawaii."
m.f. (complete)

THE DISPATCHER (S.F. Ed.) Dec. 14, 1945
San Francisco, California: ILWU
bi-weekly (frequency varies slightly)
"Official newspaper of the International Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union, CIO."
Continues: THE DISPATCHER (Hawaii Ed.)

THE FACT FINDER Nov. 1967-June 1976?
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Foundation for American Freedoms, Inc.
frequency varies
companion newsletter: The Criterion
Continues: Ima Spotlight
Best file: UH (Nov. 1967-June 1976, issues msg.)

FIVE STAR REPORT Feb. 1965 - June 1968
Honolulu, Hawaii: Unity House
"Official publication of Local 5, Hotel & Restaurant
Employees and Bartenders' Union, AFL-CIO"
Best file: UH (Feb. 1965-June 1968, lack 1 issue)

THE GUARDIAN Mar. 13, 1940
Wahiawa?, Hawaii
"the weekly journal of progressive views and comment"
"allying itself with the liberal and progressive element of Hawaii."
no more published
Best file: UH (Mar. 13, 1940)

HGEA HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 1939 LEGISLATURE FEB. 20, 1939
Honolulu?, Hawaii
Best file: AH (5 issues)

HGEA NEWSLETTER Dec. 1940
Honolulu?, Hawaii
Best file: AH (Dec. 1940; Apr. 1941)

HGEA NEWSLETTER Mar. 1, 1959
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Government Employees Association
irregular
HSTA TEACHER ADVOCATE 1971
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii State Teachers Association
semi-monthly (irregular)
Best file: HSL (Dec. 1972-date, issues msg.)

HAWAII A.P.L. NEWS DEC. 4, 1951-JUNE 4, 1953
Honolulu, Hawaii: A.P.L. Press Association
bi-monthly
no more published
m.f. (complete)

HAWAII AFL-CIO NEWS 1968?-1980?
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii State Federation of Labor
m (frequency varies)
pubication suspended 1978-1980
Oct. 1980 issue published by the Union under its later name:
Hawaii State A.F.L-CIO.
Continues: HAWAII STATE FED NEWS, AFL-CIO
Continued by: HAWAII AFL-CIC NUPEPA

HAWAII AFL-CIO NUPEPA 198-?
Honolulu, Hawaii
m
no holdings found

THE HAWAII CARPENTER 1969?
Honolulu, Hawaii
m
no holdings found

HAWAII LABOR NEWS Sept. 3, 1953-June 1957
Honolulu, Hawaii
m
"Official organ of the Hawaii Teamsters and Allied Workers,
Local 966, A.F.L.; Hotel, Restaurant Employees and
Bartenders Union, Local 5, A.F.L.; and Transit Workers
Union of Hawaii, Independent."
pubication suspended during 1955?
m.f. (many issues msg.)

HAWAII LABOR REPORTER Feb. 1964-June/July 1966
Honolulu, Hawaii
m (frequency varies slightly)
"Official publication of Local 996, Hawaii Teamsters &
Allied Workers & Local 5, Hotel-Restaurant Employees &
Bartenders' Union."
Continues: UNITY HOUSE REPORTER
Continued by: HAWAII TEAMSTER REPORT
1965, nos. 4-12 never published
Best file: UH (Feb. 1964-June/July 1966)

THE HAWAII PUBLIC EMPLOYEE 1940?-Jan. 1956
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Government Employees Association
m
"Official organ of the Hawaiian Government Employees Association."
Continued by: THE HAWAII PUBLIC EMPLOYEE (1956)
Best file: AH (Mar. 1940-Jan. 1956, issues msg.)
THE HAWAII PUBLIC EMPLOYEE Apr. 1, 1956-July 1961
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Government Employees Association
Continues: THE HAWAII PUBLIC EMPLOYEE (1940?)
Continued by: PUBLIC EMPLOYEE

HAWAIIAN LABOR REPORT Jan. 1967
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Teamsters Union, Local 996
& Hotel Workers Union, Local 5
Continued by: HAWAIIAN TEAMSTER REPORT
Best file: UH (Jan. 1967)

THE HAWAIIAN TEAMSTER Mar. 1949-Dec. 6, 1950
Honolulu, Hawaii
no issues published Sept. 1949-Oct. 1950
no more published
m.f. (complete?)

THE HAWAIIAN TEAMSTER July 1970
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Teamsters and Allied Workers, Local 996
"Official organ of the Hawaii Teamsters & Allied Workers, Local 996."
Continues in part: HAWAIIAN TEAMSTER & LOCAL 5 REPORT
Combined in Sept. 1970 with FIVE STAR REPORT
Best file: UH (July 1970)

HAWAIIAN TEAMSTER Jan. 1972
Honolulu, Hawaii
Best file: HSL (Jan. 1972)

THE HAWAIIAN TEAMSTER May 1978
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Teamsters & Allied Workers Union, Local 996
m (irregular)
"Official publication of the Hawaiian Teamsters &
Allied Workers Union, Local 996."
Continues in part: LOCAL 5 ORGANIZER [and] THE HAWAIIAN TEAMSTER

HAWAIIAN TEAMSTER AND LOCAL 5 REPORT Sept. 1968-Feb/Mar. 1970
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Teamsters Union, Local 996
& Hotel Workers Union, Local 5
bi-monthly (frequency varies)
Continues: HAWAII LABOR REPORTER
Continued by: FIVE STAR REPORT and THE HAWAIIAN TEAMSTER,
issued separately

HAWAIIAN TEAMSTER REPORT Feb/Mar. 1967-June 1968
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Teamsters Union, Local 996 and
Hotel Workers Union, Local 5
bi-monthly
Continues: HAWAIIAN LABOR REPORT
Continued by: HAWAIIAN TEAMSTER REPORT combined with FIVE STAR REPORT
Best file: UH (Feb/Mar. 1967-June 1968, pp. msg.)
HOE HANA  Feb.? 1973-1975?
Honolulu, Hawaii:  Labor Community Alliance

Continued by: THE WORKER?
Best file: HSL (Feb.? 1973-Aug/Sept. 1975, issues msg.)

THE HOOK  ca. 1936
Honolulu, Hawaii: Honolulu Longshoremen's Association

No holdings found

Honolulu, Hawaii
Frequency varies
"Official newspaper for the Hawaii locals of the International
Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union, C.I.O."
Continued by: VOICE OF THE ILWU
Best file: UH (Feb. 16, 1949-Dec. 21, 1960, issues msg.)

IOLANI REVIEW  Mar. 10-Apr. 30, 1951
Honolulu, Hawaii:  Pub. jointly by the Hawaii Government Employees
Association and the Hawaii Education Association
"An editorial analysis of the 26th Legislature"

Best file: UH (Mar. 10-Apr. 30, 1951, 7 issues)

IMUA Hilo (labor?)
Best file: UMH (dates unknown)

KELEPONO LEO
Honolulu, Hawaii  IBEW Local 1357

No holdings found

LABOR AND POLITICS  1934
Honolulu, Hawaii

No holdings found

LABOR REVIEW OF HAWAII  Apr. 19, 1921
Honolulu, Hawaii
Published under auspices of Honolulu Central Labor Council
at offices of New Freedom.
Has special page called Language Section with articles in
Japanese, Filipino and Hawaiian, from June 14, 1921.
Best file: AH (Apr. 19-Oct. 4, 1921)

LOCAL 5 NEWS
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hotel Employees Restaurant Employees Union
Best file: HSL (Aug. 1982, 1 issue)

THE LOCAL 5 ORGANIZER  1978
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hotel and Restaurant Employees
and Bartenders Union, Local 5

Irregular
"Official publication of the Hotel, Restaurant Employees &
Bartenders Union, Local 5 (AFL-CIO) and the Culinary and
Service Employees Union, Local 555 (AFL-CIO)"
Continues in part: LOCAL 5 ORGANIZER [and] THE HAWAIIAN TEAMSTER
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hotel, Restaurant Employees & Bartenders Union,
Local 5, and Hawaii Teamsters & Allied Workers, Local 996
m (frequency varies)
Continues: HAWAIIAN TEAMSTER AND LOCAL 5 REPORT
Continued by: THE LOCAL 5 ORGANIZER, and THE HAWAIIAN TEAMSTER,
issued separately

THE LONGSHOREMAN 1935
Honolulu, Hawaii
tri-weekly
no holdings found

MALAMA PONO 19823255 Honolulu, Hawaii: The Local
Honolulu, Hawaii: The Local
"the official publication of the United Public Workers Local 646,
AFSCME, AFL-CIO."
Continues: UPW ORGANIZER
Best file: NSD per OCLC
MARITIME WORKER 1936
Honolulu, Hawaii
d
no holdings found

NA PAHU KANI ca. 1970
Honolulu, Hawaii: Musicians' Association of Hawaii
m
no holdings found

PINE PARADE Dec. 1944-July 1952
Honolulu, Hawaii: Employees of Hawaiian Pineapple Co., Ltd.
m
Best file: UH (Dec. 1944-June 1952, issues msg.)

PUBLIC EMPLOYEE Sept. 1961-Jan/Feb. 1967
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Government Employees Association
m
Continues: THE HAWAII PUBLIC EMPLOYEE
Continued by: PUBLIC EMPLOYEE (1967)
Best file: UH (complete)

PUBLIC EMPLOYEE Apr. 7, 1967-
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Government Employees Association
Monthly May 1967-
semi-monthly Apr. 7-21, 1967
At head of title: HGEA
Continues: PUBLIC EMPLOYEE (1961)
Best file: HSL (Apr. 1967-date, issues msg.)

REVOLUTIONARY WORKER: HAWAII ED.
Continues: THE WORKER FOR HAWAII
no holdings found
STRIKE BULLETIN Sept. 9 & 12, 1936
Honolulu, Hawaii
Issued by the striking cab drivers of Honolulu Motor Coach Co. & the Voice of Labor.
Best file: UH (complete, no. 1 on m.f. only, filmed with Voice of Labor; no. 2 in hard copy)

UPW OAHU DIVISION NEWS ca. 1962
Honolulu, Hawaii: United Public Workers
Best file: HSL (June 1962-Dec. 1965, issues msg.)

UPW ORGANIZER Feb. 1966-1982?
Honolulu, Hawaii: United Public Workers, State of Hawaii
"Official newspaper of the United Public Workers, State of Hawaii"
publishation suspended Dec. 1979-July 1980
Best file: UH (complete?)

UNITED EDUCATOR Jan. 22, 1971
Published as a joint venture of the Hawaii Education Association (Honolulu) and the National Education Association (Wash. D.C.).
(exc. Aug, Dec, and June)
distributed to all unified members of the HEA and NEA

UNITY HOUSE NEWS FLASH ca. 1956
Honolulu?, Hawaii
Continued by: UNITY HOUSE REPORTER
Best file: HSL (Jan, Feb. 1956; Feb. 1957)

UNITY HOUSE REPORTER 1958-1964
Honolulu?, Hawaii
Continued by: HAWAII LABOR REPORTER

THE VOICE OF LABOR Nov. 4, 1935-July 6, 1939
Honolulu, Hawaii
(w frequency varies)
"Hawaii's only working-class newspaper"
v.1, no. 1-6 mimeographed
"accepted as the official organ of the Longshoremen's Association of Honolulu" Feb. 13, 1936 issue.
m.f. (1935-1939, issues msg.)
AH note says Imua has complete file

VOICE OF THE ILWU Jan. 18, 1961
Honolulu, Hawaii: Local 142, International Longshoremen's & Warehousemen's Union

Continues: THE ILWU REPORTER
Best file: UH (1961-date; m.f. to Dec. 10, 1965)
Honolulu?, Hawaii

"This newspaper exists to build the struggle of the working class against the capitalist system of exploitation and oppression. It puts forward the political stand of the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA, on the major questions and struggles facing the workers."

Issued also in Ilocano under title: TI TRABAJADOR
(was this separate paper or a section?)
Continued by: REVOLUTIONARY WORKER: HAWAII ED.
m.f. (WII has: 1975-Dec. 1976)
UH also has copies

TI TRABAJADOR
Ilocano
translation of section of THE WORKER for the Hawaii area.
check UH holdings

THE YARDARM Apr. 24-July 8, 1946
Honolulu, Hawaii: ILWU Local 137, CIO
irregular
Best file: UH (complete)
PLANTATION NEWSPAPERS

BRYDECO DIGEST
Kauai
Best file: HSPA

ERA
Best file: HSPA

EWA HURRI-CANE
Oahu
Best file: HSPA

EWA LIFE
Oahu
Best file: HSPA

GROVE FARM PLANTATION NEWS
Kauai
Best file: HSPA

HC&S BREEZE
Best file: HSPA

HAMAKUA MILL POND
Best file: HSPA

HANA NEWS
Best file: HSPA

HAWAII PLANTATION 1941
same as HAWAII PLANTATION CHRONICLE?
no holdings found

HAWAII PLANTATION CHRONICLE May 31, 1941
Honolulu, Hawaii

English and Japanese
"Devoted to sugar industry and welfare of its workers"
"to encourage a back-to-soil movement among the young people of
Hawaii"
no holdings found

HAWAII'S ISLAND REFINER
Best file: HSPA

HAWAII'S SUGAR NEWS
Aiea, Oahu
Best file: HSPA

HAWAII'S SUGAR NEWS
Honolulu, Hawaii

HILO COAST NEWS
Best file: HSPA

HILO SUGAR NEWS
Best file: HSPA

THE KAHUKUAN
Best file: HSPA
KE KAMANA
Best file: HSPA

Ka'u, Hawaii: Corporate Communications Dept., C. Brewer & Co.
semi-monthly
Best file: HSL (Feb. 1972-June 5, 1975, issues msg.)

KAUMAKANI NEWS
Kauai
Best file: HSPA

KEKAMANA 1948-1982
Kauai: Kekaha Sugar Co.
same as KE KAMANA?
Best file: KRL (1948-1982, scattered)

KILAUEA LIFE
Kauai: Kilauea Sugar
Best file: KRL (1961-1969, fairly complete. Also HSPA)

KO PEPA O WAILUKU
Best file: HSPA

LAUPAHOEHOE OBSERVER
Best file: HSPA

LEO O WOHOMU
Best file: HSPA
KA LEO O OOKALA
Best file: HSPA

KA LEO O WAIPAHU
Best file: HSPA

LIHUE PLANTATION
Best file: HSPA

L.P. CO. PROGRESS ca. 1958
Lihue, Kauai: Lihue Plantation Co.
Best file: KRL (Nov. 1958)

KA MAKA O KOHALA
Best file: HSPA

MAKA O PEPEEKEO DAILY
Best file: HSPA

NAALEHU NEWS
Best file: HSPA

THE NAMAHANA NEWS
Best file: HSPA

NAMAKANA NEWS
Best file: HSPA

KA NANI O PIONEER
Best file: HSPA

ONOMEA ECHO
Best file: HSPA
PAAUHAU COMMUNICATOR
Best file: HSPA

PAAUHAU NEWS
Best file: HSPA

PAHALA COMMUNITY NEWS 1943
Best file: HSPA

PAHALA COMMUNITY NEWS 1969
Best file: HSPA

PAPERS OF BREWER, HILO SUGAR, ET AL.
Is this a newspaper? So listed in HSPA questionnaire.

PLANTATION HI-LITES 1941?-1945?
Wailuku, Maui: Wailuku Sugar Co.
Filipino and English
Best file: AH (Mar. 1941-June 1945). Also HSPA.

PLANTATION NEWS ca. 1947-1948
Honolulu, Hawaii: Alexander & Baldwin Bldg.
semi-monthly
"The newspaper for the plantation family"

PLANTATION NEWS
Hamakua, Honokaa, Kohala
Best file: HSPA

PLANTATION NEWS
Kauai?: Waimea Sugar
Best file: HSPA

PIONEER MILL CO. NEWS BULLETIN
Best file: HSPA

SUGAR SCOOP
Best file: HSPA

VOICE OF HAKALAU
Best file: HSPA

WACO
Best file: HSPA

WACO FLASH/WACO NEWS
Best file: HSPA

WAIALUA NEWS
Best file: HSPA

WAIMEA PLANTER
Best file: HSPA
PORTUGUESE NEWSPAPERS

AURORA HAWAIIANA  Aug. 3, 1889-Mar. 28, 1891
Honolulu, Hawaii
Portuguese
Merged with O LUSO to become UNIAO LUSITANA HAWAIIANA
m.f. (Aug. 3, 1889-Mar. 28, 1891, issues msg.)

AS BOAS NOVAS  1896-190?
Honolulu?, Hawaii
Portuguese
no holdings found

O DIRECTO  1896-1898
Honolulu, Hawaii
Portuguese
no holdings found

O FACHO  1921-
Hilo, Hawaii
Portuguese
m.f. (Feb. 2, 1927)

A LIBERDADE 1900 - 1910
Honolulu, Hawaii
Portuguese
no holdings found

O LUSO  Feb. 15, 1896-Jan. 31, 1924
Honolulu, Hawaii
Claimed the largest circulation of any Portuguese paper in Hawaii.
Cf. AC.
m.f. (Feb. 15, 1896-Jan. 31, 1924, issues msg.)

O LUSO HAWAIIANO  Aug. 15, 1885-Dec. 13, 1890
Honolulu, Hawaii
frequency varies
Portuguese
Merged with AURORA HAWAIIANA to become A UNIAO LUSITANA HAWAIIANA
m.f. (Aug. 15, 1885-Dec. 13, 1890, issues msg.)

O POPULAR  July 20, 1911-Jan. 2, 1913
Honolulu, Hawaii
Portuguese
m.f. July 20, 1911-Jan2, 1913

A SENTINELA  1892
Honolulu, Hawaii
supported "Missionary" Party. Cf. AC
m.f. (Apr. 22, May 13, Sept. 9, 1892)
A SENTINELLA 1893-1896
Honolulu, Hawaii
Portuguese
no holdings found

A SETTA 1903-1921
Hilo, Hawaii
Portuguese and Hawaiian
Best file: UH (Apr. 7, 1905-Feb. 21, 1920, 6 issues)

A UNIAO KYSUTABA – see A UNIAO LUSITANA

A UNIAO LUSITANA-HAWAIIANA Oct. 10, 1891-1900
Honolulu, Hawaii
Portuguese
Merger of O LUSO HAWAIIANO and AURORA HAWAIIANA
m.f. (Mar. 5, 1892-Feb. 1, 1896, issues msg.)

VOZ PUBLICA 1900
Hilo, Hawaii
Portuguese
no holdings found
MILITARY NEWSPAPERS

ARMED FORCES PATROL CA. 1950'S
Honolulu, Hawaii

Armed services and veterans' interests. Cf. Ayer.
no holdings found

ARMY MONTHLY 1922
Honolulu, Hawaii

no holdings found

ARMY NEWS 1939 - Oct. 1947
Honolulu, Hawaii: Tripler Army Medical Center
bi-weekly
"Hawaii's oldest service newspaper"
Best file: HSL (Oct. 1948-date)

CENTER RELAY
Pearl Harbor, Oahu: Naval Supply Center
Best file: ?

CENTRAL MILITARY SUN PRESS
Kaneohe?

no holdings found

FORD ISLANDER
no holdings found

FORT SHAFTER NEWS Aug. 9-Nov. 15, 1957?
Honolulu, Hawaii
bi-weekly
Best file: UH (Aug. 9-Nov. 15, 1957)

HAWAII ARMY WEEKLY
Hawaii?
no holdings found

THE HAWAII GUARDSMAN Jan. 1927-May 1931?
Honolulu, Hawaii: The Adjutant General's Office, Territory of Hawaii
"Official publication of the Hawaii National Guard"
Best file: AH (Jan. 1927-May 1931)

THE HAWAII GUARDSMAN Apr. 1950-Winter 1973
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii National Guard Assn. thru Summer 1973
State of Hawaii Dept. of Defense (Fall, Winter 1973)
quarterly
Continued by: PUPUKAHI
Best file: UH (complete?)

APO, San Francisco: 25th Infantry Division, Information Office
Continued by: TROPIC LIGHTNING NEWS
HAWAII MARINE 1973?
Kaneohe, Oahu: Joint Public Affairs Office, Marine Corps Air Station
Continues: WINDWARD MARINE
msg.)

HAWAII MILITARY PRESS - Nov. 30, 1966
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Press Newspapers
Continues: HAWAII MILITARY SERVICE NEWS
Continued by: THE HAWAII PRESS: MILITARY ED.
Best file: UH (1963-1966, issues msg.)

HAWAII MILITARY PRESS Nov. 15, 1967-Apr. 9, 1969
Continues: THE HAWAII PRESS: MILITARY ED
Continued by: MILITARY PRESS

HAWAII MILITARY SERVICE NEWS 1950's-60's?
This was the first title of military press series. UH appears not
10 hold any issue by this name. Began late 50's or early 60's. NM.
Continued by: HAWAII MILITARY PRESS
no holdings found

HAWAII PRESS: MILITARY ED. Dec. 7, 1966-Nov. 8, 1967
Publisher?
Continues: HAWAII MILITARY PRESS
Continued by: HAWAII MILITARY PRESS
Best file: UH (Dec. 21, 1966-Nov. 8, 1967)

HAWAII NAVY NEWS 1959
Kaneohe, Oahu: Community Publications, Inc.

HAWAII SERVICE NEWS (Ayers 1961)
Honolulu, Hawaii: Stewart Fern
no holdings found

HAWAIIAN FALCON 1970-
Hickam AF, Oahu
"Serving the Air Force in Hawaii"
m.f. (Wisc. State Hist. Soc. OCLC 9514618)

THE HAWAIIAN VETERAN Feb. 22, 1950-Aug. 1951
Honolulu, Hawaii: Dept. of Hawaii, Veterans of Foreign Wars of the
U.S.
no more published
Best file: UH (Feb. 22, 1950-Aug. 1951, issues msg.)

Honolulu air-news. 1944-7,
UH.
KANEOHE CLIPPER 1944-?
Kaneohe?
Continued by: WINDWARD MARINE
Best file: Kaneohe MCAS

MIDPACIFICAN Mar. 1, 1942-May 12, 1945
Honolulu, Hawaii
semi-monthly, then weekly
no more published
"the Armed Forces newspaper in the Pacific Ocean areas"
Best file: UH (complete)

THE MILITARY PRESS Apr. 16, 1969-?
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Press Newspapers
Continues: HAWAII MILITARY PRESS
Continued by: MILITARY SUN PRESS

MILITARY SUN PRESS Feb. 2, 1972-?
publisher?
Continues: MILITARY PRESS
Best file: MILITARY PRESS
Best file: UH (Feb. 2, 1972-1980, issues msg.)

NEWS MUSTER; COMPANY H EDITION Apr. 15, 1899
Honolulu, Hawaii: Camp McKinley
Continues: WEEKLY NEWS MUSTER
Best file: UH (Apr. 15, 1899)

PACIFIC SHIELD 1968?-1980?
Honolulu, Hawaii: Coast Guard Public Affairs Office
Best file: HSL (Apr. 1968-summer 1980, issues msg.)

PATROL Feb. 19, 1938
Pearl Harbor, Oahu: Naval Submarine Base
bi-weekly
Best file: HSL (Oct. 30, 1970-date, issues msg.)

PEARL HARBOR BANNER ca. 1943
Pearl Harbor, Oahu
"This publication, an activity of the Public Relations & Welfare Dept., is printed weekly and is dedicated to the furtherance of information, goodwill & morale of civilian workers of Civilian Housing Area 3, Pearl Harbor Navy Yard. Cost of publication is borne by private subscription, cash sales, and the Welfare Fund."
Best file: BM (Dec. 7, 1943)

PEARL HARBOR SHIPYARD LOG 1963-1970
Pearl Harbor, Oahu: Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard
bi-weekly
Best file: HSL (Jan. 1963-date, issues msg.)

PEARL HARBOR WEEKLY 1920's
Pearl Harbor
"The Journal of the 14th Naval District" magazine format
Best file: AH (Mar. 31, 1928, June 6, 1930)
THE POINTER 1970
Barber's Point, Oahu: Naval Air Station
bi-weekly

PUPUKAHI Spring 1974-?
Honolulu, Hawaii: Dept. of Defense, State of Hawaii
quarterly Dec. 1976
bi-monthly Nov. 1975-Dec. 1976
quarterly - Nov. 1975
Continues: THE HAWAII GUARDSMAN
Best file: UH (complete?)

THE SENTINEL June 30, 1942-May 18, 1945
Kauai
Published by and for the troops on Kauai, distributed with
GARDEN ISLAND so m.f. together. Cf. June 18, 1965 letter
from Kauai Public Library to Agnes Conrad.
Best file: KRL (June 30, 1942-May 18, 1945, issues msg.)

THE SERVICE 19102-1916?
Honolulu?, Hawaii
Hawaiian Army and Navy Journal
no holdings found

U.S. armed forces daily in the Middle Pacific areas,
published by the Information-Education section.
o no more published
Best file: UH (complete?)

SHIPYARD LOG
Pearl Harbor, Oahu: U.S. Naval Shipyard
no holdings found

SUBBASE PATRON
Pearl Harbor, Oahu: Naval Submarine Base
no holdings found

TRADEWINDS 1971
Wahiawa, Oahu: Naval Communications Area Master, Eastern Pacific
(NAVCOM EASTPAC)

TROPIC LIGHTNING NEWS 1966-?
APO, San Francisco: Public Affairs Office, 25th Infantry Division,
Schofield Barracks
bi-weekly
1966-1969 from Vietnam
Continues: HAWAII LIGHTNING NEWS

WEEKLY NEWS MUSTER Sept. 24-Nov. 26, 1898
Honolulu, Hawaii: Camp McKinley
Issued for 1st Infantry Regiment, N.Y. volunteers
encamped at Camp McKinley.
Best file: UH (complete?)
WINDWARD MARINE
Kaneohe?
Continues: KANEOHE CLIPPER
Continued by: HAWAII MARINE
no holdings found

YANK; SOUTH PACIFIC ED. Oct. 20, 1944? - Sept. 28, 1945
Honolulu, Hawaii
m.f. (Oct. 20, 1944 - Sept. 28, 1945, Univ. of Arizona)

YANK; PACIFIC AIR ED. Mar. 3, 1944? - Feb. 16, 1945
Honolulu, Hawaii
m.f. (Mar. 3, 1944 - Feb. 16, 1945, Univ. of Arizona)
YANK; PACIFIC ED. - Oct. 1944
Honolulu, Hawaii: Branch Office, Information and Education Div.,
War Dept. (called Branch Office MSD, War Dept.)
m.f. (Univ. of Arizona, holdings unclear)
Oct. 25, 1944 - Oct. 13, 1945
Superseded by the Central Pacific Ed. (v. 3 nos. 18 - v. 4 nos. 41-42)
Oct. 25, 1944 - Sept. 25, 1945)
and its concurrent South Pacific edition
(v. 3 nos. 18 - v. 4 nos. 18, Oct. 25, 1944 -
Sept. 25, 1945)

Followed by the Middle Pacific edition
v. 4 #16 - 28, Oct. 1 - Nov. 30, 1945
9/27/95 8:31 AM
HAWAIIAN NEWSPAPERS

AE KAI O HAWAII  (Exclude - not a newspaper but a serial publication of stories—but this is valuable and should be filmed. NM.)

KA AHA ELELE
d
no holdings found

KA AHAI OLELO  (Exclude — paper for preservation of Hawn language)

AHAILONO O HAWAII  ca. 1897
no holdings found

KA AHAILONO O KA LAHUI = NATIONAL HERALD  Jan. 9-Feb. 11, 1890
Honolulu, Hawaii
d
English and Hawaiian
National Reform Party paper. May have only been issued for period of election. (Replaced Ka Nupepa Elele for his period?) Cf. AC.
Best file:  HHS (complete, lacks 1 issue)

KA AI O KA LA  (Exclude — devotional calendar)

KE ALAHOU  Nov. 1979-Dec. 1980
Honolulu, Hawaii: Ahahui 'Oihana
Bi-monthly  May/June-Dec. 1980
Monthly  Nov. 1979-Apr. 1980
"Ke kilohana o ka aina"
English and Hawaiian
Continued by:  NUHOU I KA MAKANI (never published, per Chieko)
Best file:  UH (complete)

KE ALAKAI O HAWAII  Aug. 31, 1887?—Nov. 1888
Honolulu, Hawaii
w
Hawaiian
"Weekly Leader of Hawaii"
Running title:  Ke Alakai o Hawaii Puka Pule
Best file:  BM (Aug. 31, 1887-Aug. 10, 1888, issues msg.)

KE ALAKAI O HAWAII  Feb. 12?, 1919-1922  1919 = v.6
Honolulu, Hawaii
w
Hawaiian
Best file:  BM (Feb. 12, 1919-Oct. 6, 1920, issues msg.)

KE ALAKAI O HAWAII  May 3, 1928-1939
Honolulu, Hawaii
w
Hawaiian (with English section)
1936-Feb. 1937  English section had title:  HAWAII DEMOCRAT
Feb. 18, 1937—  English section had title:  HAWAII AMERICAN
May 1938—  English section had title:  THE DEMOCRAT
Best file:  AH (May 3, 1928-Mar. 15, 1939, issues msg.)
KE ALAULA Apr. 1866-Mar. 1873
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaiian
"He nupepa hoikeiki kii" [a children's paper?]
m.f. (complete?)

ALOHA (1928) (Exclude - magazine)

KE ALOHA AINA Jan. 6-June 30, 1894
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaiian
Continues: NUPEPA PUKA LA ALOHA AINA
Best file: BM (Jan. 6-June 30, 1894)

KE ALOHA AINA May 20, 1895-July 3, 1920
Honolulu, Hawaii
frequency varies between daily and weekly
Hawaiian
Continues: the daily NUPEPA PUKA LA ALOHA AINA, 1893-1895, and
the weekly KA NUPEPA ALOHA AINA, 1894-1895. Cf. Mookini.
This title missed being filmed as part of Hawaiian language papers
project—needs attention. NM.
Best file: BM (May 25, 1895-July 3, 1920, issues msg.)

ALOHA 'AINA 'OIAIO ca. 1896
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaiian
"R.W. Wilcox, lunahooponopono me puuku."
Best file: BM (1896)

KE AU HOU
C. Kenn has. Cf. AC.

KE AU HOU ca. 1896
Honolulu, Hawaii
d
Hawaiian
no holdings found

KE AU HOU May 4, 1910-Feb. 28, 1912
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaiian
subtitle: Ke Kilohana o Hawaii. [The New Era] Cf. AC.
Numerous articles on the liquor question; opposed prohibition. Cf.
AC.
m.f. (Nov. 2, 1910-Feb. 28, 1912)
AH: May 4-June 10, 1910

KE AU OKOA Apr. 24, 1865-Mar. 27, 1873
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaiian
1873 joined KA NUPEPA KUKOA. Cf. AC.
Sponsored by the government. Cf. AC.
m.f. (complete?)
BEAM OF THE RISEN SUN  1923
Honolulu; Kahaluu; N. Kona

no holdings found

THE CONVENTION (1864)  (Exclude - special)

DAILY LEGISLATIVE BULLETIN (1867)  (Exclude - special)

THE DEMOCRAT - see ALAKA'I O HAWAII (1928)

KA ELELE E - see KA ELELE HAWAII (1845)

KA ELELE EVANELIO  1896-1899

no holdings found

KA ELELE HAWAII  Apr. 1845-July 1855
Honolulu, Hawaii: Mission Press
semi-monthly
Hawaiian
Missionary "Sunday school" paper. Also used for official government
announcements. Supplements issued with title KA ELELE E
contained laws and official government announcements.
Continues: KA NONANONA
m.f. (Dates?)

KA ELELE HAWAII  1901

no holdings found

KA ELELE OIAIO = THE MESSENGER OF TRUTH  Nov. 1, 1908-Oct. 1910?
Honolulu, Hawaii [Ka Misiona Hawaii, o ka Ekalesia o Iesu Kristo
o ka Poe Hoano o na La Hope Nei]

semi-monthly
Hawaiian
Best file:  UH (Nov. 1908-Oct. 1910, complete?)

KA ELELE POAKOLO  Sept. 8, 1880-Aug. 31, 1881
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hui P.C. Advertiser

English and Hawaiian
Issues for Sept. 8-Oct. 6, Nov. 24-Dec. 15, 1880 have section
in English with title:  THE WEDNESDAY EXPRESS
Gibson used it to cultivate anti-foreign sentiment,
while at the same time he was decrying it. Cf. AC.
Continued by:  NUPEPA ELELE POAKOLO
m.f. (complete?)

ELELE POAONO
no holdings found

EXAMINER  1910
Honolulu, Hawaii
semi-weekly
English and Hawaiian
no holdings found
KA HAE HAWAII  Mar. 5, 1856-Dec. 25, 1861
Honolulu, Hawaii

Hawaiian
official organ of the Dept. of Public Instruction
m.f. (complete?)

KA HAE HAWAII (1910)  (Exclude - magazine)

KA HAE KATOLIKA = CATHOLIC STANDARD (Cf. AC) or CATHOLIC FLAG (Cf. BM)
May 1868-Feb. 1871
Honolulu, Hawaii

Hawaiian
Continues: KA HAE KIRITIANO, but was strictly a religious paper. Cf. AC
Best file: BM (May 1868, Feb. 1869-Dec. 1870)

O KA HAE KIRITIANO = CHRISTIAN STANDARD  Jan. 1860-1863
Honolulu, Hawaii: Pai-Palapala Katolika
semi-monthly
Hawaiian
Issued by the Catholic Mission, partly to answer attacks of the Protestant newspaper HOKU LOA KALAWINA
Best file: BM (Jan. 1860-1862, complete?)

HAIMANAVA-NO TA OIHANA KATOLIKA (1858)
(Exclude - chronology of the Catholic church in Hawaii)

HAWAII DEMOCRAT - see KE ALAKAI O HAWAII (1928)

HAWAII GOVERNMENT GAZETTE  Feb. 7-June 13/27, 1887
Honolulu, Hawaii

English and Hawaiian
Includes section in Hawaiian with title: HAWAII KUKALA PILI AUPUNI
Official government notices
Best file: AH, BM (complete, lack 1 issue)

HAWAII HOLOMUA  May 2, 1891-Dec. 8, 1894
Honolulu, Hawaii

Hawaiian
m.f. (complete?)

HAWAII HOLOMUA  Jan. 20, 1892-Dec. 10, 1893
Honolulu, Hawaii

English and Hawaiian
Royalist, attacked the provisional govt. and the Republic. Cf. AC
m.f. (complete?)
BM has hard copy to Dec. 30, 1893, bound

HAWAII HOLOMUA  Jan. 7-Sept. 2, 1893
Honolulu, Hawaii

English and Hawaiian
m.f. (complete?)
HAWAII HOLOMUHA 1912-1919
Honolulu, Hawaii
w
English
Subtitle "Hawaii Progressive." Cf. EM.
v. 2, no. 6, entitled "Ka Holomua, The Progressive."
Best file: BM (Mar. 1912-1919, issues msg.)

HAWAII HOLOMUHA (PUKA-LA) Feb. 1-May 8, 1894
Honolulu, Hawaii
d
Hawaiian
m.f. (Feb. 1-May 8, 1894, issues msg.)

HAWAII KUKALA PILI AUPUNI Feb. 7-June 13/27, 1887
Honolulu, Hawaii
w
Hawaiian section of HAWAII GOVERNMENT GAZETTE
Best file: AH, BM (complete, lacks 1 issue)

HAWAII PONOI June 18, 1873-June 10, 1874
Honolulu, Hawaii
w
Hawaiian
m.f. (Complete?)

HAWAII PUKA LA HOLOMUHA - See HAWAII HOLOMUHA (PUKA-LA)

HAWAIIAN AMERICAN 1937
Honolulu, Hawaii
w
English and Hawaiian
Continues: KE ALAKAI O HAWAII (1928)
Best file: HHS (1937)

THE HAWAIIAN NEWS = KA NUHOU HAWAII Jan. 17, 1981
Honolulu, Hawaii: [s.n.]
Best file: UH (complete to date)

HAWAIANS: NEWSLETTER (Exclude - newsletter)

HE MAU HANA I HANAIA 1852
no holdings found

HE MAU HANA 1859
no holdings found

HE MAU MANAO (Exclude - religious lessons)

KA HOAHANA 1895-1902
m
no holdings found

HOAHOUA - see Mookini under HOALOHA 1902

KA HOALOHA (THE FRIEND - HAWAIIAN EDITION) (Exclude - magazine)

KA HOALOHA MANAOIC = PROPAGATION OF THE FAITH 1889
Honolulu, Hawaii: Catholic Mission
m
Hawaiian
no holdings found
HOKUKAKAHIKA 1881
no holdings found

KA HOKU LOA (Exclude - magazine)

HOKU LOA KALAWINA - see NO TA HOKU LCA KALAVINA

KA HOKU LOA O HAWAI'I = MORNING STAR OF HAWAI'I 1856-1932
Honolulu, Hawaii
Weekly Hawaiian paper of PACIFIC COMMERCIAL ADVERTISER.
UH does not have separate file.
Best file: BM (July 2, 1856, pp. msg.)

KA HOKU O KA PAKIPIKA = STAR OF THE PACIFIC Sept. 26, 1861-May 14, 1863
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaiian
Supported the government.
m.f. (Sept. 26, 1861-May 14, 1863, issues msg.)

KA HOKU O HAWAI'I; STAR OF HAWAI'I Apr. 1906-Aug. 11, 1948
Hawaiian. Feb. 4, 1935-Aug. 1948 issues also contain articles in English.
m.f. (complete?)

KA HOKU O KE KAI (Exclude - magazine)

KA HOKU PIKIPIKA 1904
no holdings found

KA HOLOMUA, THE PROGRESSIVE Oct. 4, 1913-Nov. 21, 1914
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaiian
Best file: AH (Oct. 4, 1913-Nov. 21, 1914, issues msg.)

KA HOME RULE 1900
no holdings found

HOME RULA REPBALIKA; HOME RULE REPUBLICAN Nov. 2, 1901-Mar. 15, 1902
Honolulu, Hawaii
semi-weekly (frequency varies)
English and Hawaiian
m.f. (Nov. 2, 1901-Mar. 15, 1902, many issues msg.)

HOME RULE ca. 1902
Honolulu, Hawaii
English and Hawaiian
no holdings found

HOOILILI HAWAII Aug. 1858-Jan. 1860
Honolulu, Hawaii: Pai-Palapala Katolika
Best file: UH (dates?)
KE KAHUNAAO 1913-1921 (Exclude - magazine)

KE KANAWAI 1902 (Exclude - legal journal)

KE KARISTIANO 1887 (Exclude - magazine)

KE KEO O HAWAII Aug. 15-Oct. 1883
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaiian
no holdings found

KE KIAI - HO'OOPUKA'IA... 1902
semi-weekly
Hawaiian
Best file: BM (Sept. 18, 1902)

KIAI O KA LAHUI = GUARDIAN OF THE NATION 1890
Hawaiian
no holdings found

KE KILOHANA O KA MALAMALAMA 1907-1910
Hilo, Hawaii
Hawaiian
Best file: AH (July 31, 1908-Apr. 1910, 10 issues)

KO HAIKU PONOI 1881
no holdings found

KO HAWAII PAPAINA Jan. 5, 1878-Mar. 28, 1891
Honolulu, Hawaii
Earlier nos. called Ko Hawaii Pae Aina
m.f. Jan. 5, 1878-Mar. 28, 1891, many issues msg.)
Bancroft has m.f. Feb. 24, 1883

KO HAWAII PONOI 1873?-1874? Cf. Mookini

KE KOO O HAWAII Aug. 15-Oct. 10, 1883
Honolulu, Hawaii
bi-weekly
m.f. (Aug. 15, 1883-Oct. 10, 1883

KUKALA PILI AUPUNI - see HAWAII KUKALA PILI AUPUNI

KE KUMU HAWAII Nov. 1834-May 1839
Honolulu, Hawaii: Mission Press
bi-weekly
"The Hawaiian Teacher"
Published by the Mission Press as reading matter for the schools and to
present the missionaries' views on religious and moral questions.
Best file: KRL (Nov. 12, 1834-May 22, 1839)

KE KUMU KAMALII 1837 (Exclude - Sunday school paper)
KUOKOA 1875-1900
W
Hawaiian
no holdings found

KUOKOA HOME RULE 1901-1912
Honolulu, Hawaii
W
Hawaiian. English column sometimes.
Best file: HHS (Jan. 10, 1908-Dec. 16, 1912)

KUU HAE HAWAII Apr. 19-July 4, 1913
Honolulu, Hawaii
W (frequency varies)
Hawaiian
m.f. (Apr. 19-July 4, 1913, lacks 4 issues)

KA LAI O HAWAII 1884 (Exclude - magazine)

KA LAHUI HAWAII Jan. 1, 1875-Dec. 1877
Honolulu, Hawaii
W
Hawaiian
Church paper, published by Hawaiian Evangelical Board. Cf. AC.
Continued by: KA NUPEPA KUOKOA
m.f. (Jan. 1, 1875-Dec. 27, 1877)

LAHUI HAWAII Jan. 28, 1899-1902
Honolulu, Hawaii
W
m.f. (Jan. 28-July 8, 1899, issues msg.)
Bm has Jan. 1899-1902, issues msg.

KA LAMA HAWAII Feb. 14-Dec. 26, 1834
Lahainaluna, Maui
W
Hawaiian
First journal published in the Pacific; ed. by Lorin Andrews. Cf. UH.
"A quarto sheet of school news, new laws, animal lessons, and church history." Cf. UH.
First Hawaiian paper, designed primarily to aid in the education of the students at Lahainaluna School. Cf. AC.
m.f. (complete?)

KA LANAKILA July 1-Oct. 21, 1909
Honolulu, Hawaii
W (frequency varies)
Hawaiian
m.f. (complete)

NA LAWI EHiku 1886-1887?
D
Hawaiian
no holdings found

KA LAU OLIVE = THE OLIVE LEAF 1871 (Exclude - magazine)

KA LEI ALII O HAWAII ca. 1892
no holdings found
KA LEI LOKE O HAWAII Apr. 10-June 10, 1898
Honolulu, Hawaii
bi-weekly
Hawaiian
Continues: KA LEI ROSE O HAWAII
Continued by: KA MALAMALAMA O HAWAII
m.f. (complete)

KA LEI MOMI June 21-Sept. 22, 1893
Honolulu, Hawaii
m.f. (June 21-Sept. 22, 1893, lacks 4 issues?)

KA LEI MOMI; E MAU KOU OLINO ANA Aug. 5-Dec. 25, 1893
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaiian
Continued by: KA MAKAAINANA
m.f. (complete, lacks 1st 3 issues)

KA LEI ROSE O HAWAII Feb. 18?-Sept. ?, 1898
Honolulu, Hawaii
bi-weekly
Hawaiian
Continued by: KA LEI ICHE O HAWAII
m.f. (complete, lacks 1st 3 issues)

LEIALII O HAWAII
no holdings found

KA LEO O HAWAII 1930's
semi-weekly
no holdings found

KA LEO O KA HAUOLI 1905-1906
Honolulu?, Hawaii
no holdings found

KA LEO O KA LAHUI Aug. 19, 1889-May 18, 1896
Honolulu, Hawaii
English and Hawaiian
Organ of the National Reform Party, then of the National Party. Cf. AC.
m.f. (Aug. 19, 1889-May 18, 1896)

KA LEO O KA LAHUI (ENG. ED.) 1892-1894
Honolulu?, Hawaii
English
Best file: AH (Dec. 6, 1892-Jan. 16, 1893, 10 issues)

KA LEO O KA LEHULEHU 1912
no holdings found

THE LIBERAL Oct. 1, 1892-Apr. 15, 1893
Honolulu, Hawaii
semi-weekly
English and Hawaiian
m.f. (Oct. 1, 1892-Apr. 15, 1893, issues msg.)

KA LIHILIHI O KA LA HIKIMAI - see BEAM OF THE RISEN SUN
NA LIMA HANA Apr. 1883-Jan. 1884
Honolulu, Hawaii

Kawaihao Church publication. Cf. AC. Hawaiian
m.f. (complete?)

KA LOEIA KALAIaina 1897?-1901?
Honolulu, Hawaii

Hawaiian
Organ of the Home Rule Party. Cf. BM.
m.f. (Oct. 2, 1897-Jan. 13, 1900)

KA NAKA A'INANA 1887-May 3, 1888; Jan. 1, 1894-Feb. 27, 1899
Honolulu, Hawaii
Daily 1887-May 3, 1888
Weekly 1894-Feb. 27, 1899
Suspended May 1888-1893
Continues: KA LEI MOKI
m.f. (Dec. 17, 1887-May 3, 1888; Jan. 1, 1894-Feb. 27, 1899, many issues msg.)

KA MALAMALAMA 1892-1910?
Honolulu?, Hawaii

Hawaiian
Best file: RHS (used to have this but can't locate it now. Cf. Mookini)

KA MALAMALAMA O HAWAII July 15-Sept. 1, 1898
Honolulu, Hawaii
Bi-weekly
Hawaiian
Continues: KA LEI LOKE O HAWAII
m.f. (July 15, Sept. 1, 1898)

KA MANAWA Nov. 7-Dec. 12, 1870
Honolulu, Hawaii

m.f. (complete, 6 issues)

THE MESSENGER - see KA NUPEPA ELELE (Eng. section)

KA MISIONARI HAWAII 1856-1857 (Exclude - for & about missionaries)
KA MOI 1835 (Exclude - Kamehameha Schools paper)

MOI O KA PAKIPIKA
no holdings found

KA MOMI O HAWAII; KE KUKUI OLINO O NA HOME Jan. 1-Apr. 16, 1913
Honolulu, Hawaii

Hawaiian
m.f. (complete, lacks 2 issues)
KA NA'I AUPUNI  Nov.  27, 1905-1908
Honolulu,  Hawaii
d
Hawaiian
m.f. (Nov.  27, 1905-Nov.  30, 1906, lacking most issues after)

KA NANI O KA HOME  1910
Honolulu?, Hawaii
w
Hawaiian?
no holdings found

NATIVE HAWAIIAN VIEWS  Oct.  1975-?
Kaneohe,  Hawaii: Hou Hawaiians
no more published?
Best file: HSL (1st issue)

NATIVE SON  Aug.?  1938-1950?
Honolulu,  Hawaii: Council No.  1, Native Sons and Daughters of Hawaii
semi-monthly
no more published
Best file: AH (Jan. 1939-June 9, 1950, issues msg.)

NO TA HAE HAWAII
no holdings found

NO TA HOKU LOA KALAVINA  1859
Honolulu,  Hawaii: Pai-Palapala Katolika
"Concerning Hoku Loa [the Calvinist paper]"
Best file: BM (1st 3 issues)
Mookini says UH has but can't find

KA NONANONA  July 6, 1841-Mar.  18, 1845
Honolulu,  Hawaii
semi-monthly
Hawaiian
Issued by the missionaries to help educate the Hawaiians. Cf. AC.
m.f. (complete?)

KA NU HOU  Mar.  10 or 11-Aug.  1854
Honolulu,  Hawaii
frequency?
Hawaiian
Advocated annexation to U.S. Issued primarily to influence
legislature, then in session. Cf. AC.
Best file: BM (Apr. 26, 1854)

NUHOU;  THE HAWAIIAN NEWS  Feb.  25, 1873-Apr.  28, 1874
Honolulu,  Hawaii
Weekly  Nov.  4, 1873-Apr.  28, 1874
Publication suspended May 23-July 15, 1873
Semi-weekly  Feb.  25, 1873-Oct.  24, 1873
English with occasional articles in Hawaiian
Continued by: KA NUHOU HAWAII
m.f. (Feb. 25-Oct. 24, 1873)
KA NUHOU HAWAII Nov. 4, 1873-Apr. 28, 1874
Honolulu, Hawaii

English and Hawaiian
Continues: NUHOU: THE HAWAIIAN NEWS
Published by Walter M. Gibson, who claimed it was for "independence of Hawaii," reportedly founded to oppose reciprocity and grant of Pearl Harbor to U.S.
m.f. (complete?)

NUPEPA ALOHA AINA 1894-1895
Honolulu, Hawaii

Continues: NUPEPA PUKA LA ALOHA AINA
Continued by: ALOHA AINA
Best file: HMCS (5 issues)

NUPEPA ELELE Dec. 12, 1885-Apr. 16, 1892
Honolulu, Hawaii

Hawaiian (occasional page in English)
Not issued Jan. 9-Feb. 11, 1890, while NATIONAL HERALD was being published. Cf. AC.
Best file: HHS (Mar. 20, 1886-1887; 1890-Apr. 16, 1892)
AH (Dec. 12, 1885; Jan. 9, Mar. 6, 1886; Mar. 3-Nov. 24, 1888, issues msg.)

KA NUPEPA 'ELELE PO'AKOCLU Sept. 8, 1880?-Apr. 15, 1885
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hui Pacific Commercial Advertiser

Hawaiian
Continued by: ELELE or NUPEPE ELELE?
m.f. (Apr. 28, 1882?-Apr. 15, 1885, complete?)

KA NUPEPA KA LAHUI HAWAII — see KA LAHUI HAWAII

NUPEPA KA OIAIO 1894?-June 19, 1896?
Honolulu, Hawaii

Hawaiian
Continues: KA OIAIO
Best file: HHS (Jan. 5, 1894-June 19, 1896)

NUPEPA KA PUKA LA OIAIO 1895
no holdings found

NUPEPA KUOKOA Oct. 1861-Dec. 29, 1927
Honolulu, Hawaii

Hawaiian
Longest run of Hawaiian language paper. Opposed contract labor system;
favored annexation if reciprocity failed. Cf. AC.
KA NUPEPA KUOKOA PUKA LA (afternoon edition)
m.f. (Oct. 1861-Dec. 29, 1927, issues msg.)

NUPEPA KUOKOA PUKA LA — see NUPEPA KUOKOA
NUPEPA PUKA LA ALOHA AINA 1893-1894
Honolulu, Hawaii
d
Hawaiian
Continued by: KE ALOHA AINA (1895)
Best file: BM (Sept. 30, 1893-June 1894)

KA NUPEPA PUKA LA KO HAWAII PAEAINA 1884-1891
d
no holdings found

NUPEPA PUKA LA KUOKCA Jan. 23-Dec. 29, 1893
Honolulu, Hawaii
4 times per week
Hawaiian
Best file: HHS (Jan. 26-Dec. 29, 1893)

KA OHAILONO O HAWAII 1898
no holdings found

KA OHAILONO O KA LAHUI: THE NATIONAL HERALD 1890
English and Hawaiian
no holdings found

KA OIAIO May 24, 1889
Continued by: NUPEPA KA OIAIO
no holdings found

KE OLA O HAWAII; KA LEI Momi Hiwahiwia a Ka Lahui Jan. 12?-July 19, 1884
Honolulu, Hawaii
w
Hawaiian
m.f. (Feb. 2-July 19, 1884)

KE OLA O HAWAII; KA MANAOLANA AME KA PUUHONUA O O KA LAHUI HAWAII Mar. 9, 1916?-Feb. 13, 1919
Hilo, Hawaii
w
Hawaiian
m.f. (1916-1919, issues msg.)

KE OLA O KA LAHUI 1899
Honolulu, Hawaii
d
Hawaiian
no holdings found

NA PAAHANA HAWAII
no holdings found

KA PO'E; THE HAWAIIAN NEWSPAPER 1973
Honolulu, Hawaii: The Congress of the Hawaiian People
Best file: RSL (Nov. 1973, 1 issue)

KA PUKA LA OIAIO Jan. 1-June 26, 1896
Honolulu, Hawaii
d
Hawaiian
Continues: NUPEPA KA OIAIO
Best file: HHS (Jan. 1-June 26, 1896, lacks 1 issue)
PUUHONUA  Apr. 28, 1928
Honolulu, Hawaii

Hawaiian?
no holdings found

KA PUUHONUA O NA HAWAII  1916-1918
Honolulu, Hawaii: The Protective Publishing Co., Ltd.

Continues: KA PUUHONUA, THE OBSERVER?
m.f. (Jan. 5, 1917-Dec. 25, 1918, issues msg.)

KA PUUHONUA, THE OBSERVER  Apr. 7, 1916-1918?
Honolulu, Hawaii: The Protective Publishing Co., Ltd.

Continued by: KA PUUHONUA O NA HAWAII?
Hawaiian?

STAR OF HAWAII — see KA HOKU O HAWAII

KA WAI OLA O OHA  (Exclude — newsletter?)

THE WEDNESDAY EXPRESS — see KA NUPEPA ELELE POAKOLU

WEEKLY HAWAIIAN  1884

English

Best file: BM (2 issues, evidently lost)
ADDENDUM AND CORRECTIONS

ENGLISH SECTION

ADD ENTRY:
MAUI BANNER. ca. 1967
No holdings found

ADD ENTRY:
WEE WEEKLY. ca. 1930's
Molokai
No holdings found

JAPANESE SECTION

ADD ENTRY:
TAIYO. ca. 1950's
Hilo : Dr. Kuwahara Mitsuo
Hilo Times is reported to have a file of this

TO ENTRY FOR SKOKUMIN SHINBUN ADD NOTE:
Best file: Hilo Times, May 1910-Sept. 1913

TO ENTRY FOR SHIN NIPPON ADD NOTE:
Best file: Punahou School, Sept. 27, 1901

PORTUGUESE SECTION

TO ENTRY FOR A LIBERDAO ADD NOTE:
Best file: Punahou School, Oct. 3, 1901

TO ENTRY FOR O LUSO ADD NOTE TO HOLDINGS:
Punahou School Sept. 28, 1901

TO INDEX MAKE FOLLOWING CORRECTION:
HONOLULU ADVERTISER SHOULD APPEAR IN EACH DECADE LISTING FROM 1920-
INDEX

1830 - 1840
- Ka Lama Hawaii.................92
- Ke Kumu Hawaii...............91
- Sandwich Island Gazette and
  Journal Commerce...............31
- Sandwich Island Mirror and
  Commercial Gazette..............31

1840 - 1850
- Honolulu Times................15
- Ka Elele Hawaii (1845).........87
- Ka Noaana........................95
- Oahu Fountain...................27
- Sandwich Island News............31
- Temperance Advocate.............33
- Temperance Advocate, and
  Seamen's Friend..................33
- The Friend.......................6
- The Friend, of Temperance and
  Seamen............................6
- The Polynesian (1840)...........29
- The Polynesian (1841)............29
- The Polynesian (1844)............29

1850 - 1860
- Amateur..........................1
- He Mau Hana......................89
- He Mau Hana I Hanaia...........89
- Honolulu Times..................15
- Hooliiili Hawaii................90
- Ka Elele Hawaii (1845)...........87
- Ka Hae Hawaii (1856).............88
- Ka Hoku Loa o Hawaii............90
- Ka Nu Hou........................95
- New Era and Weekly Argus........25
- No Ta Hoku Loa Kalavina.........95
- Pacific Commercial
  Advertiser.......................28
- The Friend.......................6
- The Polynesian (1844)............29
- The Weekly Argus................37

1860 - 1870
- Bennett's Own..................2
- Daily Hawaiian Herald..........4
- Ka Aha Elele.....................85
- Ka Hae Hawaii (1856)............88
- Ka Hae Katolika................88
- Ka Hoku Loa o Hawaii............90
- Ka Hoku o Ka Pakipika...........90
- Ke Alaula.........................86
- Ke Au Okoa.......................86
- Nupepa Kuokoa....................96
- O Ka Hae Kiritiano..............88
- Pacific Commercial
  Advertiser.......................28
- The Friend.......................6
- The Hawaiian Gazette............11
- The Polynesian (1844)............29

1870 - 1880
- Hawaii Pono'i...................89
- Hawaiian (1872)..................11
- Hawaiian Home Literary,......

Social & Scientific
- Journal........................11
- Hawaiian Times................12
- Ka Hae Katolika................88
- Ka Hoku Loa o Hawaii............90
- Ka Lahui Hawaii (1875).........92
- Ka Manaawu.......................94
- Ka Nuhou Hawaii...............96
- Ke Alaula.........................86
- Ke Au Okoa.......................86
- Ko Hawaii Paeaina..............91
- Ko Hawaii Pono'i.................91
- Kuokoa..........................92
- Nuhou: the Hawaiian News......95
- Nupepa Kuokoa....................96
- Pacific Commercial
  Advertiser.......................28
- The Friend.......................6
- The Hawaiian Gazette............11
- The Islander.....................17

1880 - 1890
- Anglican Church Chronicle.....1
- Aurora Hawaiiama...............78
- Daily Bulletin...................4
- Daily Hawaiian...................4
- Daily Herald.....................4
- Daily Honolulu Press............4
- Hawaii Government Gazette.....88
- Hawaii Kukala Pili Aupuni.....89
- Hilo Record......................13
- Hokukakahiki....................90
- Ka Elele Poakolu.................87
- Ka Hoaloha Manaoio..............89
- Ka Hoku Loa o Hawaii............90
- Ka Leo o Ka Lahui (1889)........93
- Ka Makaainana....................94
- Ka Nupepa "Elele Po"akolu......96
- Ka Nupepa Puka La Ko Hawaii
  Paeaina.........................97
- Ka Oiaio.........................97
- Ke Alakai o Hawaii (1887)......85
- Ke Keo o Hawaii................91
- Ke Koo o Hawaii................91
- Ke Ola o Hawaii (1884)..........97
- Ko Haiku Pono'i...............91
- Ko Hawaii Paeaina..............91
- Kuokoa..........................92
- Na Lani Ehiku....................92
- Na Lima Hana.....................94
- Nupepa Elele.....................96
- Nupepa Ka Oiaio.................96
- O Luso Hawaiian................78
- Pacific Commercial
  Advertiser.......................28
- Paradise of the Pacific......29
- Saturday Press..................31
- Saturday Review................31
- T'an Shan Hsin Pao.............42
- T'an Shan Hsin Pao Lung......42
- Chi.............................42
- The Friend......................6
The Hawaiian Gazette. 11
The Morning Guide. 25
The Owl. 27
Weekly Hawaiian. 98

1890 - 1900
A Sentinel. 78-79
A Uiniao Lusitana-Hawaiiana. 79
Ahalono o Hawai. 85
Aloha. 50
Aloha "Aina "Oiaio. 86
Anasagashi. 50
Appeal. 1
As Boas Novas. 78
Aurora Hawaiian. 78
Austin's Hawaiian Weekly. 2
Dai Nippon. 50
Daily Bulletin. 4
Daily Honolulu Times. 4
Evening Bulletin. 6
Guide. 7
Hawaii Herald (1896). 8
Hawaii Holomua (Puka-La). 89
Hawaii Holomua (1891). 88
Hawaii Holomua (1892). 88
Hawaii Holomua (1893). 88
Hawaii Holomua: Progress. 8
Hawaii Jiyu Shinbun. 52
Hawaii Shinbun (1893). 53
Hawaii Shinbun (1894). 53
Hawaii Shinp. 54
Hawaii Shuho. 54
Hawaiian Commercial Journal and Maritime Report. 11
Hilo Journal. 12
Hilo Record. 13
Hilo Shinp. 55
Hilo Tribune. 13
Hinode Shinbun. 55
Honolulu Chronicle. 13
Honolulu Daily Times. 14
Honolulu Hochi. 55
Inochi. 56
Jukuseiki. 56
Ka Ahalono o ka Lahui. 85
Ka Elele Evelonio. 87
Ka Hoahana. 89
Ka Hoku Loa o Hawaii. 90
Ka Lei Alii o Hawaii. 92
Ka Lei Loke o Hawaii. 93
Ka Lei Momi. 93
Ka Lei Momi: e mau kou olino ana. 93
Ka Lei Rose o Hawaii. 93
Ka Leo o Ka Lahui (1899). 93
Ka Leo o Ka Lahui - Eng. ed. (1892). 93
Ka Loea Kalaiaina. 94
Ka Makainana. 94
Ka Malama. 94
Ka Malama o Hawaii. 94
Ka Ohaillono o Hawaii. 97
Ka Ohaillono o Ka Lahui. 97

Ka Puka La Oiaio. 97
Kazan (Honolulu). 57
Ke Aloha Aina (1894). 86
Ke Aloha Aina (1895). 86
Ke Au Hou (1896). 86
Ke Ola o Ka Lahui. 97
Kiai o Ka Lahui. 91
Ko Hawaii Paeaina. 91
Kona Echo. 57
Kuokoa. 92
Lahui Hawaii (1899). 92
Li Chi Pao. 41
News Muster: Company H Edition. 82
Nippon Shuho. 59
Nupepa Aloha Aina. 96
Nupepa Elele. 96
Nupepa Ka Oiaio. 96
Nupepa Ka Puka La Oiaio. 96
Nupepa Kuokoa. 96
Nupepa Puka La Aloha Aina. 97
Nupepa Puka La Kuokoa. 97
O Directo. 78
O Luso. 78
O Luso Hawaiian. 78
Pacific Commercial Advertiser. 28
Paradise of the Pacific. 29
Searchlight. 31
Sunday eagle. 32
Sunday Volcano. 33
T'an Shan Hsin Pao Lung Chi. 42
The Friend. 6
The Hawaiian. 11
The Hawaiian (1898). 11
The Hawaiian Gazette. 11
The Hawaiian Star. 12
The Independent. 16
The Liberal. 93
The Time. 33
The Twentieth Century. 61
The Voice of the Nation. 35
The YAMATO. 61
Wah Ha Bo. 42
Weekly News Muster. 83
Weekly Star. 38
Yamato Shinbun. 61
Yamato Shinshi. 62

1900 - 1910
A Liberdade. 78
A Setta. 79
Aloha Shinbun. 50
Anglican Church Chronicle. 1
As Boas Novas. 78
Beacon. 2
BULLETIN. 2
Ch' inmok Hoebo. 63
Ch'i Chih Pao. 40
Chasin Po. 63
Chonhung Hyophoe Po. 63
Gossip. 7
Hanin Hapsong Singo
Hanin Sisa
Hawaii Democrat
Hawaii Herald (1896)
Hawaii Jiyu Shinbun
Hawaii Nichi Nichi Shinbun
Hawaii Puck
Hawaii Shinpo
Hawaii Shokumin Shinbun
Hawaiian Japanese Daily Chronicle
Hilo Jiho
Hilo Shinpo
Hilo Tribune
Hinode Shinpo
Hone Rula Republika
Honolulu Ad
Honolulu News
Honolulu Stock & Bond Exchange
Honolulu Times
Hop Sung Shin Bo
Hsin Chung-kuo Pao
Hua Hsing Pao
Inochi
Ka Elele Hawaii (1901)
Ka Elele Oiaio
Ka Hoahana
Ka Hoku Loa o Hawaii
Ka Hoku o Hawaii
Ka Hoku Pakipika
Ka Home Rule
Ka Lanakila
Ka Leo o Ka Hauoli
Ka Loea Kalaiaina
Ka Malamalama
Ka Na"i Aupuni
Ka"u Shuho
Ka"u Weekly
Kai Ming Bo
Kainan Shinpo
Kaua'I Shinpo
Kauai Shuho
Ke Aloha Aina (1895)
Ke Kial-ho"opuka"ia
Ke Kilohana o Ka Malamalama
Kuokoa Home Rule
Lahui Hawaii (1899)
Liberator
Maui Hochi
Maui Shinbun
Maui Shukan Shinbun
Min Sheng Jih Pao
Mirror
Naked Truth
News
Nippu Jiji
Nupepa Kuokoa
O Luso
Oahu Jiho
Official and Commercial Record
Ookala Shuho
Pacific Commercial Advertiser
Paradise of the Pacific
Republican
Roda Shinbun
Rodo Shinbun
Sakura Shinbun
Shin Ten
Shin Nippon
Shokumin Shinbun
Sidelight
Sin Han"guk Po
Sinjo Sinmun
Sun Wan Yat Bo
Sunday Advertiser
Sunday Volcano
T"an Shan Hsin Pao Lung
Chi
The Dobo
The Friend
The Garden Island
The Hawaiian Gazette
The Hawaiian Star
The Honolulu Republican
The Independent
The Kohala Midget
The Light
The Maui News
The Pacific Weekly
The Spokesman
The Tourist
Trans-Pacific Trade
Tzu Yu Hsin Pao
Volcano
Voz Publica
Wah Ha Bo
Wakura Shinbun
1910 - 1920
A Setta
Aloha News
Ang Bagong Liwanag
Ang Bayan
Ang Sandata
Crossroads of the Pacific
Daily Wireless
Evening Bulletin
Examiner
Filipino People
Gyosho
Hanin Kyohoe Po
Hawaii Asahi Shinbun
Hawaii Choho
Hawaii Daily Post
Hawaii Herald (1896)
Hawaii Hochi (1912)
Hawaii Holomua (1912)
Hawaii Mainichi
Hawaii Nichi Nichi Shinbun
Hawaii Nippo
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maui Shinbun</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nippu Jiji</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nupepa Kuokoa</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Pacho</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Luso</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Commercial Advertiser</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Herald</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paradise of the Pacific</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearl Harbor Weekly</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine-Hawaii Defender</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines News-Tribune</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine-Hawaii Observer</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puuhonua</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rakuen Jiho</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanmitsu Geppo</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Weekly Star-Bulletin</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sho Shimin</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday Advertiser</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday Home</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T'aep' Yong Yang Chapchi</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T'aep' Yong Yang Sisa</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taisho Times</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Daily Post-Herald</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dobo</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Friend</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Garden Island</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hawaii Guardsman (1927)</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Honolulu Advertiser</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Maui News</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The New Americans</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The New Freedom</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This Week in Hawaii</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti Ling-ett</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Times (Wailuku)</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tzu Yu Hsin Pao</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley Isle Chronicle</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly Times (Honolulu)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoen Jiho</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You Bet</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Korea</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930 - 1940</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Korean</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ang Banaghan</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ang Katotohan</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ang Magbalinga</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chung Hua Kung Pao</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commonwealth Chronicle</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filamerican</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipino Advertiser</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipino Bulletin</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipino Chronicle</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipino Herald</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanin Kyohoe Po</td>
<td>64</td>
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